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Bur馳IO￨der,

駐arl F.,暇C駆, Purdue Universi七y, Mty, 1 98○○

A Me七ric Map Projection fo種もhe Sもate of Michigan.
脆jor Professor: Dan Sh包mi.

The existing岨chigan Sもa七e打ane Coordina.七e Sys七em is based on the
Nor七h American Da

tum Of 1 927 and the阻Chigan Spheroid. The coordina七es

私怠.

are expressed in虫陶粥高誼駐Survey Fee七・批e Na.tionah Geodeもic Survey3

NOS

NOAA, U・S. Depar七men七of Commerce, is preparing a readjus七men七of

七he horizon七a￨ geode七ic con七rol network七hroughout the U血ted States and

Will publish their∴reSulもs in me七ric units onもhe Nor七h Åmerican Datum of
1983. ￨n order to accommoda七e the change in七he da.七un and the uni七s of

七he poin七coordinates′ a reVision to the e克sもing阻Chigan S七a七e plane

Coordina七e Sys七em工嵐W Wi￨1 haveもo be enac七ed by the姐Chigan工egisla七ureo
This七hesis presents a brief exp￨ana七ion of七he s七ate p￨ane coordi‑

na七e sys七ems in genera￨ and of七he阻chigan Sta七e Plane Coordi脱七e Sys七em
(MSPCS) in particu￨ar. A review of七he exis七ing applica七ions, Obs七ac￨es,
and benefi七s in using the MSPCS is presen七ed in order to determine how

the sys七em migh七be improved ra七her than jus七changed. Finally, SeVeral

POSSible map projec七ions are considered and a ￨.eCOmenda七ion for a se七

Of three Lambert conic confomat projec七io関is presen七ed。 A model ￨aw
designed七o replace the exis七ing la;W is also included.

C恥P種馬櫨工.

工紳輔(粧)UC曾工0Ⅳ

Many people have considered the prob￨em of the bes七w包y to represen七

a sphereユike earth on a flat脂p.鵬記problem has been ilms七ra七ed by
using an orange pee￨ to show the dis七ortion} Stre七Chingj and tearing

Which ∞curS when one atもexpts to lay the peeling ou七fiat on aL Plane
Surface・工f one conside].S Only a very smatl part of七he orange peel the

distortion may no七be discemible. Even soJ the dis七ortion s七i￨1 exists
and mus七no七be ignored when one rela七es poinもs on a curved surface to
七he cor種esponding ones on a p￨ane・

Map projec七ions provide ways to establish a one‑tO‑One COrreSPOndence

between a' POin七on the sunface of the ear七h and a point on a two dimen‑

Siona￨ map. me pa輪￨1els of ￨a七i七nde and the me血dians of longi七ude on
七he e￨￨ipsoida1 surface of the earth are portrayed system包七icauy on a

組at surface. A p￨ane rectang̀血ar grid is then supe血mposed upon the

graもic血e of paral￨el and meridia.n lines・ The sys七ematic portrayal of
七he gratic血e c色n be achieved using any one of a large m棚ber of map pro‑

jec七ions. Thus a map projection can be though七of as a consis七en七set
Of n血es∴and fomm￨aLS Which esぬblishes a unique pair of plane coordinates

for a given ￨a七itude and ￨ongi七ude●
rever

The transfomation mus七aユSO be

S ible.

Of the various types of map projec七ions, the confomal projection
is of par七icular interest to surveyors and engineers because the angle

fomed by the in七ersection of two lines on the el￨ipsoid transfoms to

a p￨ane angle wi七hout being dis七orted. That is′ the shape of a small
fea七ure on七he surface of the earth is accurately represenもed on a map・

HoweverJ aS illus七rated by the orange peel? SOmething mst give when a

CurVed surface is組a耽ened out. Wi七h a confoma.￨ map projec七ion a dis‑
もance on七he map is generahly ￨onger orl Shorter than its corresponding

dis七包nce on the e￨1ipsoid・ The mathemtica￨ condition of confoma

1i七y

(page 52 0f h2]) '一・ ‥ is七hat the dis七ortion or scale at any poin七

関s七be the same in a￨1 direc七ions:∴七he scale may change fro孤poin七to

POintJ but at each point it wj‑11 be independen七of aziIuth.一,耽e con‑
fomah sta七e p￨ane projections presen七￨y in use were designed wi七h the

goal of keeping the scale fac七or dis七or七ion less than l/10,OOO witぬn七he

boundaries of each zone.
The exisもing s七ate plane coordina七e systems were defined on the

Clarke卸heroid of 1866 and provide a meもhod of determining X & Y pl包ne
COOrdina七es for each poin七whose la七i七ude and longi七ude is knom. The

Plane coordina七es∴are expreSSed in fee七and enable con七roI surlγeyS On the

e工￨ipsoid to be coxputed using p￨ane Etic￨idean geomeもry and七rigonone七ry
ra七her七han the more ccmplicated form11as for latiもude and longitude

using spherical七屯gonome七ry and units臆Of a龍gular measure; degrees9

minutes and seconds.
Mi七chell (page 21 of [12]) defines a geode七ic da七un as a ma七hematical
孤odel of the earth consis七ing of five quanti七ies: llt

he la七i七ude and long‑

i七ude of an initial poin七タthe azim巾h of a line from the point? and two

constants necessary to define the te調es七ria￨ spheroid・"1 The ellipsoid

is ob七ained by rotating the ellipse defined by七he two cons七an七s about
its minor axis. Given a specific geode七ic da七u皿タもhe loca七ion of any

POint on the surface of the Ear七h is defined by i七s la七i七ude and longi‑

七ude on the ellipsoid and i七s heigh七above (or below) the ellipsoid.
S比もe plane coordirrates can then be coxputed from the lati七ude and long‑

i七ude of七he poin七.
The sea‑￨evel sl工rface of七he Ear七hタthe geoidブbeing a geopo七ential
Surface of the physical Earthj Wi￨1 not coincide exactly with七he math‑

ema七ical mode￨ of the Earth′ the ellipsoid.工n the pas七} Parame七e±.S Of
七he ellipsoid and datum have been selected which minimize so孤e mea,Sure Of

the difference be七ween the geoid and the ellipsoid in a given area.曹he

North Ame正can Datun of 1927 (page 22 of [12]) is de鯖ned by the latitude
and longitude of triang

na七ion sta七ion随姐DES RANC鱒in Kansas; the az‑

imth of the line from開祖I脇S孤NCH to station RA工DO; and the parame七ers

Of the Clar喪e Spheroid of 1866.曹heね耽er was chosen in 1880 because i七
fit the geoid in Nor七h America more cIose￨y七han o七her∴aVailable ellip‑

SOids. The geoid and ellipsoid were taken to coincide at station軸IADES
RANCH and七he geoid separ.a七ion, N, at all other sta七ions in Nor七h AmeI.ica

is rela,七ed to No = O a七sta七ion肥AI)ES R鮒CH・ The magrli七ude of the sep‑
aration in North Americ包∴rarely exceeds 3O me七ers [2噌. Ho鵬ver, if one

Were七o extend the Nor七h American Datum of 1927 in七o South America, the

1The tem '一spheroid" ha

S been used in the pas七七o refer七o a par七ic‑

u￨包r ma七hematical model of七he Earth・ The nore recen七conventionクWhich

Will be used in七his thesisJ isもo use the七em '1el￨ipsoid一一for a ma七h‑
ematica￨ model of the Ear七h amd reserve the use of the tem l‑spheroidI!

七o describe arⅣ nea叫y el￨ipsoidal surface.

geoid separation becomes largeタCumbersome to work wi七hブand in七olerable
for ma駆)ing purposes. To elimina七e七he prch￨em a separate da七un has

been defined which fi七s the geoid be七七er in Sou七h America [9]. similarly,
numerous geode七ic datums have been defined and used in differen七areas of

七he wo:田.d.

工n 1927 the horizon七al geodetic con七ro￨ ne七work in the United States′

COnSis七ing of appr働正調ately 20,OOO conもroI points

WaS adjus七ed and the

geodetic position of each point鵬s coxputed on七he Norもh Americ包n Datu孤
Of 1 927. Since then approximate吋lOO

000 addi七ional conもroI poin七s have

been added to七he network [16]. Areas have been covered wi七h geode七ic
COn七rOI which were noもprevious￨y covered and connections between previ‑
OuSly adjusted poinもs have been made which should improve the qua￨ity of
七he network. A￨though many of the more recen七observations are more ac置

curate than those used in the 1927 adjusも肌ent, addi七ions to the ne七work

have been adjusted七o fi七in七o the ne七work on a loca,1ized basis. On a
na七ional scale七he magni七ude of七he effort required for pa七ching and
loc包l readjus七men七s con七ributed七o the decision to readjus七the na七iona￨

network [16」. The Na七ional Geode七ic Survey (鵬s) is curren帆y cooperat‑
ing wi七h the Danish and Canadian gover.nments in the readjus七men七of the

討or七h餌eric狐Da七調Of 198う.1
Sp亀ce age technoIogy consis七ing of sa七elli七e triangulation, Dappler

POSi七ioningタand mass daもa processing added to traditional geodetic sur‑

veying practice [2O] has made i七feasible to detemine a best fi耽ing

Na七ional Geodetic SurveyJ Nas)NOAAJ咽o慨‑Ce Of New Nor七h Americ包n
Datum of 1 983, Reference for七he Na,七ional Network of Horizonもal Geodetic

Contro￨,‖

Federal Regis七er, Vol.山l, No. 127, Page 37969, Friday, Jtne

29

"The new da七um shall be known as the lNo±

1979

1983' and may be referred七o as同調Of 1983,'

七h American Datum of

"983甑D,一or刷LD 83."一

e￨1ipsoid for the en七ire取運もh ins七ead of treating each continen七or
COun七ry SePa輪もely. Therefore

the referenee ellipsoid for the Norbh

餌erican Daもun of 1983 wi￨1 be Earth‑cen七ered (page 23 of [16]). Instead
Of being defined by the 5 quan七i七ies given by m,七Che￨1, the geodeもic
da七un wi￨1 be the Geode七ic Reference Sys七em 1980 as adopted ty the ￨nter‑
national Union of deodesy and Geophysics at their mee七ing in Cahoerra′

Australia in December, 1 979 [5]. A￨though o七her geodetic parame七ers are
involved

the parame七ers of the ellipsoid for the Geode七ic Reference

Sy容もem 1980 are

a

=

6,378,137 meters∴亀nd l/f∴=

298.257.

These values wi￨￨ be ixposed as cons七r包inもs in the adjus七men七of the

Nor七h American Da七un of 1983鯵] which in tum will be used to define co‑
Ordinates for the existing horizon七al controI poin七s. Hence, the s七ate

Plane coordina七es of each controI poin七in the network will change for
七w°

rea80nS :

1.曹he geode七ic daもum will be changed.
2. The horizon七al ccm七}.01 ne七work wi￨1 be readjus七ed●

Because of these cha,ngeS, the various∴S七a七e Plane coordina七e systems wil￨

h包ve to be revised. There are two areas in which all exis七ing sta七e plane

COOrdinate sys七ems wi￨￨ have to be changed・ Firs七夕もhe defining p包rame七‑
ers will have to be those of the North Ame正can Da.もun of 1983. Second￨y

i七is the policy [17J of the Na七ional Geodbtic Survey七o put)1ish a￨￨ sもaもe

P￨ane coordina七es based on the蝿皿1983 in me七ers. Additiona￨1y, in七hose
S七a七eS Where a sもa七e plane coordina七e sys七em has been legally adop七ed by

legisla七ive ac七ion a revision to the enabling ac七will have to be pre‑

Pa￨.ed and adop七ed ty七he v敬.ious s七a七e legisla,七ureS.珊re scope of this

七hesis is to redefine the mchigan S七a

七e Plane Coordinate System according

to the parame七ers of七he Nor七h餌eric包n Datun of 1983 and to propose re‑

Visions七o the随̲Chigan Coordina七e System漉脚neCeSSary tO facili七a七e an
order￨y transi七ion to the use of駈chigan Me七ric Coordina七es 1 983.1

l耽is proposed by the au七hor七ha七もhe阻Chigan S七aもe Plane Coor(迫nate
Sys七em derived by projec七ion of the 1 983 NAD and expressed in me七ric uni七s

be knom as

''阻chigan Me七ric Coordinates 1983'一or

櫨搬83.一I

CHAP調配工工.隅田S甘A細雪増血馴E cOO躍肝蘭関脇S抵富駁晦

塑迫やp鵬埠も王n七he U血も車二重些堅
Although map projections were comon￨y in use before the develqpment
Of the sta,もe Plane coordinate sys七emsJ it was no七until the early 193O's
七hat the first confomal projection was designed to cover an entire

S七a七e・ Du屯ng a coopera七ive triaLngula七ion proきect betveen the U血もed
Staもes Coast & Geode七ic Survey (USC&GS, now the Nationah Geodetic Survey,

NGS) and the Nor七h Carolina S七a七e旺gtway Comission9 the Senior粗g軸ay
Engineer, Mr. George F. Syme

and the Public Wb出s Comission reques七ed

概e USC&(海to I,‥ ・ COnSiderl Set七ing ‑xp a SyStem Or SystenS Of coordi計

a七es for the s七ate・l, The assig調enもwas given to Dr・ Oscar S・ Adams)

Senior随もhematician for the USC鮎Sタwho designed a two‑Standard‑Paralle￨

Iamber七〇onic confo耽l projection for七he Sta七e of No丸h Carolina in

1933毎ge 3h of [2])・ Recognizing the poten七ial va￨ue of a map projection
for each state, the USC救s expanded the projec七and designed a sta七e p￨ane
COOrdinate system for each of the (at tha七time) h8 s七a七es.

There鵬ae three ixportan七goa,￨s to be considered in designing the
S七a七e plane coordina七e sys七ems :

1.耽e angular rela七ionship of in七ersecting lines on
七he e￨1ipsoid rms七be preserved on the projection.

2. The dis七ortion of geodetic distance舟o孤the e￨‑
1ipsoid to the g屯d distance on the projec七ion

P￨ane sho血d be minimized.

3.曲ch projection should cover a large area; an
en七ire s七ate if possible.

The firsもcriterion was me七by using a confomal map projec七ion;
however' the las七七wo goals are contradictory and require a七rade off.
When the naximm allowable dis七ortion is resもI.ictedタSO also is the use‑

f皿area of the projection. On七he o七her haLnd, if the projec七ion is de‑
Signed to cover an en七ire sta七eJ the dis七ance disもorもion my become con‑

S ideI.able.
軌ere ar。 tWO COnfcrmal nap projections which were used in the

O]王gin租design of the s七ate p聾me coordinate systemsj七he IE血bert conic
confo耽1 projection and the transverse Mercator p種ojec七ion. The con‑

StmCもion of a Iambert projection is illus七rated as a cone which in七er‑
SeC七s the e￨1ipsoid at two IIstanda

First

rdlI par包皿els as shom in Figure l.

the meridians and parallels are projec七ed onto the cone.冒he cone

is七hen cut along a convenienもmeridian and developed onもo a p￨ane◆

掛で、

nally) a∴reC七a,ngular∴COOrdina七e grid is superimposed upon i七・

The七ransverse Mercator projection is illus七rated by wrapping a

cylinder abou七the ellipsoid with七he axis of the cylinder parallel wi七h
七he plane of the equa七ori as∴Shom in F±gure 2・ Here tooタthe cylinder is

cut atong七he back, rO￨1ed out fla七to fom the projec七ion sur.face and a
rect包ngular coordinaLte grid sxperimposed upon i七●

工n each caseもhe trans‑

fomation is defined ma七hemtically and is not a tme geome七血cal projec‑
tion due to imposing the ∞ndition of confomality.

請e distance dis七or七ion from the ellipsoid to the projection p￨包ne

is given by the devia七ion of the sca￨e fac七or from unity.駁y selecting a
SCa,1e factor of O.9999+ on七he axis of a sもa七e p￨ane c∞rdina七e sys七em

the distamce dis七ortion is res七ricted to be less tha,n l/10,000 at the
Cenもer of the zone. Moving paralle￨ to the a[X:is of a zone the scale fac一

七or is consもan函

however,七he sc患￨e factor increases from a minimm on
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the axis of a zone to a孤aXi恥m a七七he edge of a zone (See班gure No. 3).
At七he standard parallel on a I創nbert projection the scale fa,CtOr is

unity and an elemental grid distance is the same as the comesponding
e￨emental geode七ic dist紬ce. The scale f尋ctor then increases七o a cer‑

tain li耽it a七the edge ofもhe zone.
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Figl】Jre No. 3

Varia七ion of Scaユe Fac七or

The m細田関肌Wid七h of either a If軸心ert zone or a transverse Mercator
ZOne is de七emined by the se￨ection of a scale fac七or on七he axis of the
ZOne a.nd specifying the maLⅩi珊鵬劃しScale fa〇七or aユ1owable a七the ou七e￨. edge

Of the zone.

工f the scaユe factor on the axis of the zcme is chosen to be

O.9999 (scale dis七ortion = ‑1/1O,OOO) and the sca￨e fac七orユ上関Lt a七七he
edge of the zone is l.OOOl (scale distor七ion = +1/10,OOO)七he to七a￨ wid七h

Of the zone is approximately 158 mi￨es.工f i七is desirable to cover a
Wider strip

either a second zone is required or the scale distortion

Criterion mlS七

be rel包xed.

For those states having a large easもーWeSt e米もen七(e.g. North CarolinaL

聞

Or Temessee) a La珊bert projection is∴a.PPlica.ble because i七extends e合st

and wes七indefini七ely.珊e norもh‑SOu七h limi七of a I

a証oert zone is deter‑

mined by scale fac七or considerations. For those states having a predo孤‑

ina七ely nor七h‑SOuth exten七(e.g.工ndi.洩a, Or工1￨inois) a七ransverse Mer‑
ca七or projec七ion is applicable because i七extem.ds north aLnd south. The

eas七一ⅣeS七li耽i七of a七輪nsverse Merca七or projec七ion is again de七emined
by scale fac七or considera七ions. There are also severa￨ s七包七es having a

COnfigl櫨a七ion which lends i七self to七he use of a cohbina七ion of projec‑
七ions. For exaxple

the S七ate of FIorida uses one Lamber七and two trans‑

VerSe Mercator projec七ions while七he Sta七e of New York uses one工Jamber七

PrOjec七ion for Long工Sland and七hree七ransverse Merca七Or PrOjec七ions for
七he rema,inder of the sta七e. Ca￨ifomia, On the o七her hand

uSeS∴SeVen

Lamber七projections and no transverse Merca七or projec七ions.

A￨though not inc￨uded in the oniginal h8 s七a七es,舶P PrOjections
have also been designed for∴Various United S七ates七erri七ories and proもec‑

torates. Of pa轟icular interest is the tangenもplane projection for Guan

Which apprchdmates an azimutha￨ equidistan七projection andもhe cohbination
Of map projec七ions used for the (now) sta七e of Alaska. me to the size
and configl⊥ra七ion of the S七ate of Alaska

there are eight七ransverse Mer‑

Ca七Or PrOjec七ions, One工嵐mbert projection for七he Aleu七ia.n工SlandsJ and

One Oblique Mおca七or projec七ion for七he sou七heastem panhandle.珊ere is

quite a varie七y of confo剛腹1 map projections in use thl.Oughout the Uni七ed
States for七he sta七e pla.ne coordina七e systems.

工n addi七ion to those map projections used in the U追ted States the
military has adop七ed a series of U血versah Tramsverse Merca七Or (UTM) pro‑

jec七ion zones七o cover the entire world fron 8OO south la七i血de to 8oO
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nor七h la七i七ude. The cen七ra￨ neridian of each zone is 6O fron七he cen七〇

ral meridian of the七wo adjacen七zones and七he scale factor on the cent‑
ml meridian is O.9996. uTM coordina七es are expressed in me七ers aLnd the

UTM sysもem in the U血七ed S七a七es is based on the Cl紺ke Spheroid of 1866
and the Nor七h American Datun of 1927.

After each projec七ion was designed, the USC雛S published the for肌las
to be used七o conpute the transfoma七ions between geode七ic posi七ions

(￨ati七ute and longi七ude) and sta七e plane coordina七es. As most of the

projections were designed in the 193O‑s, the fomulas were ar種angedもo
use logarithms or鵬chanical desk‑七OP Calc血ators. Peaple were exploysd

もo comprte projec七ion tables condaining a tabulation of七he more di鯖i‑
cu￨t fac七ors for each s七aL七e and zone. They also coxpuもed intersec七ion

tables of the七ransfoma七ion at each 2考mim丸e in七ersec七ion of la七i七ude
and longitude throughou七もhe U血もed StateS aS Well as the s七ate p￨ane
coordinaもes for each of the horizon七al controI poin七s for which the laもー

i七ude and longitude were knoun.

As the lati七ude and longi七‑1de of the grid in七ersec七ions are perfect‑

工y knounj the accuracy ofもhe derived coordinaもes is de七e珊Iined by the

n¥肌beI. Of tems and by七he significant figures carried in七he various
七erms of七he transformation. Since the lati七ude and ￨ongi七ude of the tri‑
angutation s七a七ions were origimlly expressed only to three decimal plaLCeS
of seconds, the derived s七aもe Plane coordinaもes were accur￨a七e only to the

ne包rest o.1 foot.耽ms七he coordina七e inverse coxpu七a七ion be七ween near吋

points was inaccurate. This prob￨em was soIved by expressing the geodeもic

position to five decimal p￨aces ofa.second before ma.king the transfoma‑
七ion to s七a七e p￨ane coordinates. Claire (page 2 of [7]) sur肌arizes by

1う

S包ying,
C暁ng to the limi七ed number of tems used in c。nVerting

geographic posi七ionsもO Pl紬e coordinates3 the va￨ues of
七he plane coordinates lare nOt defined as precisely as

七hey migh七be in an absolute SenSe.軌もno sigr血fica.n七
harm is done since the effec七of the amitted terms is
Virtua工￨y七he sa孤e on a￨1 coordinaもes in a limi七ed area;
七hus in a relative sensej七he plane coordina七es are
Wel￨

Therefore

defined.

aS Iong as one uses the sane fom血as as were used in the or̲

iginal compu七ationsj七he resul七s wil￨ be cansis七en七even though we now
use co岬uters∴With more significant‑figure‑CapaCi七y七han was ob七ainable
from mechanical desk七QP C姐cu￨a七or

$.

Although the s七ate plane coordinate sys七ems were designed in 1933 and

PrOjec七ion七ab￨es鵬re availab￨e to practicing engineers∴and surveyors

Shor七￨y a耽erwards,七he syste職enjoyed no lega￨ s七a七us.耽became the re‑
SPOnSibility of each individ鳩l s七ate to ena〇七1egislation adop七ing七he
SyStem Of p￨ane coordinates for七he s七ate.工n some cases七he actual use

Preceded legal adoption amd some sもatesj even nOWクhave no七ena.cted a
S七a七e plane coordinate law.

耽晦firs七st包七e to enact a s七a七e plane coordina七e sys七em ￨a肘WaS the
State of New Jersey in 1935, fchlowed by Pems裏71Ⅵ批正a in 1937, and six

O七her s七a七es before 19捗.エn 19帖, the Council of S七ate Govemnen七s
(page的of [13J) included a model law for the state plane ooordina七e
SyStemS in i七s General Repor七on Suggested Staもe War a.nd Pos七war Legis‑

la七ion for 19捗. En包c七men七of the model ￨aw was intended;

a・一七o es七包bliねthe legal st亀もns臆Of七he s七aもe systems
b・ tO i関ure unifomity and definiteness in te調s used, and
C・七o impose reasonable s七andards in七he use of the systems

when七he s七ate coordinates are to become part of七he

Public records.
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reduc七ion in Appendix C. '一The阻chig合n Scale Fa,c七Or.↑,) The resu￨七is
もha七the grid f包c七〇義, which is the raもio of the grid dis七ance over the
horizon七租gromd dis七ance, is c￨osely approxima.七ed by the scale factor
at a given poin七.

馳en the USC&GS designed七he va,rious s七a七e plane c∞rdina七e sys七ems

an at七emp七was made七o keep the scale fac七or from varying fr°孤uni七y by
more than l/1O,OOO. However, rather七h包n design two zones for the Nor七h

Carolina State Plane Coordina七e Syste孤the sca,￨e fac七or on the central

Para￨1el鵬s chosen七o be O.99987255. By sもretching the l/lO
ion a Httle

000 cri七er‑

the entire s七a七e co血d be covered wi七h one zone.

The minimun scale fac七or is a. convenient way七o measure the dis七ance

disもor七ion ca.used by the projec七ion, but i七is only one coxponent of the
七o七a￨ (迫s七ance dis七ortion from the ground leve￨ to the projec慣on plane.

The七O七al dis七ance distor七ion is obもained from the g車d fac七or which is
七he product of七he sca￨e fac七or and the sea level factor. Since i七is
rea.11y七he grid fac七or which is of in七eres七七o most surⅤeyorsJ engineers'
1aryersJ Plame}

S and cthersタもhe eleva七ion of the ground a七each coInPu七a.一

七ion poin七shou1d be considered.工n Norもh Ca±

the cen七ral paratle￨

O = 35O 15I

Olina七he eleva七ion along

rangeS from sea level a七the coas七七o

Well over hOOO fee七in七he Smoky Moun七ains in the westem par七Of the
S七a七e. When one includes the eleva七ion coxponent of七he g記d fac七or a.七

the的OO foo七elevaLtion,七he grid fac七or on七he cen七ral parallel becomes :

Grid fac七or

=

SCale factorl罵. sea level fa,C七Or

雪0.夕夕9872捗昔

20,902,01 8

20,夕02,018事山OOO
= 0.夕9夕681

Where 2O

902,O1 8 =∴r

a,dius of curv轡もure of el‑

1ipsoid in feet a七g = 35O 151
互000 = eleva七ion in feet.

「8

耽ms七he g車d factor on七he ce血ra￨ para,11el a七the hOOO foo七elevation
v包ries from uni七y ty l/3135. Al七hough the sta七ed goal for七he scaユe
factor鵬s nearly me七タもhe problem of an excessive g血d facもOr WaS nO七

real￨y addressed by the USC&GS.
The eleva七ed reference surface designed by Berry for the S七a七e of

Michigan accomoda,teS the effec七of eleva七ion, yield王ng a蟹里fac七or
w岨ch varies from unity less七han l/1O,OOO for a皿buもa, Very Small par七
of the s七a七e. Since ￨i七tle of七he land area in阻chigan is over lOOO (or
mder 600) foot eleva七ion the grid fa〇七Or Ca.n be七a,ken asもhe scal・e fac七or
for mos七land surveys. However if one is conduc七ing a precise controI

surⅤey or working in∴an area having an eleva七ion over lOOO fee七クもhe effec七

Of the elevation should be considered as expla,ined in Appendix C.
Ano七her髄.fference in七he MSPCS is the七ransforma七ion fom撮￨as used
for conver七ing geographic posi廿ons (GP)七o s七a七e plane coordinates (SPC)
and vice versa●

工nstead of using七he logari七hmic fom of the fom血asタ

Berry [3] progr翻med a seもof closed‑fo調fomnas for the direct trans農
forma七ion (GP七o SPC) for an elec七ronic c○岬uter. The inverse trar)Sfor‑

maもion is no七in cIosed‑fom; but sufficien七七erms were ca調ied in the

Series七o yield resul七s consisten七to the neares七O.OOl foot.
The final distinguishing charac七eristic of the MSPCS is七ha七七he
Cen七ra,1 Meridian for the souもh and central zones was chosen to coincide

qui七e cIosely with the Michigan Principa

1 Meridian of the U.S ・ Public Iand

Survey System (人参8山O 22‑w ). Hence, 1ands lying e亀S[ of七he Michigan
Principa￨ Meridian generatly ha,Ve Sta七e plane coordina七e一一Ⅹ" (Eas七ing)

Va,1ues grea七er than 2jOOOjOOO feet) and those ￨ying wes七of七he貼・Ch‑
igan Principal Meridi包n have "Ⅹ" values less than 2jOOOjOOO feet.
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Uses amd Users
珊e S七ate of蝿.chigan enjoys the benefi七s of a unique ma

P PrOjec七ion

for i七s s七a七e plane coordinate sys七em.櫨OWeVer wi七h plめ1ica七ion and use

Of the 1983 NAD, a break wi七h the pas七will be made. No七that the va￨ue
Of七he work done in the pas七will be diminished ‑ but七here will be new

coordinates for the same points. Besides, the 1927 datun coordinates are
in fee七wl五1e the 1983 datum coordina七es will be in meters. Since a def‑
inite and specific break with the past is being made ‑ are七here arry
o七her changes w臆.ch should be made to the map proje〇七ion which will in‑

crease七he effec七iveness of七he阻chigan State Plane Coordina七e System?
富O amSWer七his questionJ an a七texpt WaS ma,de d耽.ing七he pas七year to con‑

七acもall users of七he MSPCS) tO inquire wha七fea七ures of the presend
SyS七em (if any) we±̀e Obs七acles to i七s use, and to de七emine wha七changes

(if any) shou￨d be鵬de七o improve lxpOn the e虹s七ing sys七em.
工n瓜ugustJ 1979 a ques七ioma

ire was sent to al1 692 members of the

阻chigan Socie七y of Regis七ered I劇d Surveyors. (See Appendix A, ''TaLbu￨a‑

七ion of Ques七iomaire Responses from Members of七he随・chigan Society of

Regis七ered I嵐nd SurⅤeyors.り

Following七hat, 32 1et七ers of inquiry鵬re

sent七o various sta七e agencies} COlleges & universitiesJ utili七y coxpaniesJ

and re￨a七ed professionals who mi直もbe users of the usPCS・ (See Appendix
BJ "Tabulation of Contac七s and Summary of Responses from Sta七e Agencies

Co虹eges and Universi慣es, UtiH七y Coxpanies, and Related Professiomls.一一)
工n shortJ the resu￨ts of七he MS餌S inquiries were disappoin七ing and ra七her

inconclusive. Of the 692 inquiねes七o機軸s鵬mbers, O血y 50 bo七hered to
reply;∴and of七hose who did ‑ mO種e th包n ha￨f staLted tha七七hey had never

used七he HSPCS. On七he other hand, 2h responses were received to七he 32
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1e七七ers of inquil骨もo s七ate agencies e七c●

Some of these replies were

excel￨en七a.nd very he￨p餌; bu七taken as a who￨e,七hese rep￨ies also
established li七七1e except七he overwhelming need for contin也ng educa七ion

in the effec七ive use of七he MSPCS.
As a, Da七a Base for Engineering Projects. As es七ablished from per‑

SOnal experience and七he results of tねe inquiries

the mos七prominen七use

of the MSPCS is∴aS a C∞rdinate data base for various engineering proje〇七s￣.

恥.e Sur.veying Sec七ion of the Design Divi.sion of七he阻chigan Depart肌ent Of
Transpor七ation (MIr卵) has unofficially used七he MSPCS for qui七e a, few

years [11J. Al七hough there was no adop七ed policy w址hir=the MI)0嘗On uSe

Of the蝦PCS′ OCCaSiona￨1y the necessary con七rol mon肌en七s were七o be

found in七he a,rea of a rm projec七and七he sys七em was used by the survey‑
OrS aS a COnVenj.enceもO七heir crm apera七ions. However, aS a reSul七Of

the need for a consis七en七data base for automa七ed mapping and design acキー

もivi七まes, the閲〕OT has adopted a policy on the use of the MSPCS as a da七a
base for developmen七of proposed ixprovemen七s to exis七ing and proposed

S七a七e七runk lines.工n the past five years七he閲)OT has used七he MSPCS
quite e叉もensively and has even es七ablished second輸Order geodeもic contro￨

On a COOPerative a閲gemen七wi七h the National Geodetic Su宣Tvey aS a Pa,r

七

〇でseveral pr°je〇七s.

The七wo major utility comp弧ies within七he sta七e
Coxpany and Consumers Power Coxpa.ny

the I)e七roit E(迫son

have a￨so閲de use of the MSPCS as a

d亀もa base for engineering projec七s. Bo七h coxpanies ha,Ve uSed the MSPCS

as part of七he si七e con七rol aもpower plan七si七es and on major tra

nSmission

lines wi七hin their∴reSPeC七ive service areas. Although bo七h comparies do

use the MSPCS, neither company provided a posi七ive policy s七a,七ement on the

use of七he

}修PCS.
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Other organiza七ions wi七hin the S七a七e of舶Lchigam also use the MSPCS
as a da七a base for engineering projec七s. Some use of the sys七em exi.s七s

On a COun七y or ci七y wide basis and cer七a,in engineering firms use七he ]低PCS

as a coordina七e data base for cons七mction projecもs

Sutdivisions

trydrographic surveys

Pho七ogra,rmetric mapping, and o七her app￨ications.

As Momment to the U.S. Public Ir紬d Survey Sys七em。 Ano七herl Signif‑

ica,n七use of七he MSPCS is as a da七a, base for∴referencing七he location of
SeC七ion comers of the U.S. Public I{md Survey Sys七e孤。曹he loca.七ions of
the sec七ion comers were es七a,blished years ago when the s七aもe was being

Se七もled. Many of七he original section cormer mom肌en七s have been ob￨iもー
e輪ted or ￨ost over the years and it has become quite cos七1y to re‑eS七a,b‑

1ish the loca七ion of a missing section comer。 Added to thaもis七he

PrOblem crea七ed by the presence of un工もiple monumen七s in七he same genera￨

area, ea,Ch p¥岬POr七ing七o mark the same sec七ion comer. ResoIving such a

discrepancy can be even more costly耽un det

emining七he correc七loca七ion

Of a missing corner.融.en七he s七a,te P￨ane coordinaもes are re￨ia,bly deter‑
mined for a sec七ion comer whose posiもion is knom, the location of the

COmer Will never be los七a,gain.工f the monument is des七royed (ob￨iもer魅
a七ed) the position can be reues七ablished by se七もing a monunen七七o mark
七he loca七ion of the recorded coordinates.

Of the ma叩people and organiza七ions wi七hin七he s七a七e who are vi七ally

COnCemed with preserving the location of七he section comer

, iもis the

land surveyors who are responsible for locating七hem。富hus9 it is no七

SurPrising七ha七i七was a group of land surveyors who spearheaded the
工ngham Coun七y Remonunen七a七ion Project in Mi,Chigan. The project was begrm

in 1977 and has七wo goals:
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1.

to establish and monument the correc七1oca七ion of
each sec七ion

quar七er∴SeC七ion, and cen七er of sec‑

もion corners wi七hin the county; and

2・ tO eS七ablish accura七ely the姐chig色n Sta七e Plane

Coordinates of each comer.
When the project is coIやleted more than 2OOO comers in工ngha.m County wi￨1
be mom肌en七ed and referenced to the Michigan State Plane Coordina七e System.

The Michigan Depar七men七of Tra

nSPOrtation has also esta.blished MSPCS

Values for. maLny Sec七ion corners ￨ying within or adjacent to the n調erOuS

S七a七e tmmk line highwa

yS throughou七もhe s七a七e. A￨七hough七he勘OT has

adop七ed a. pos主tive po￨icy on七he use of MSPCS for engineering desigrlタ

much more cou￨d be done by the MDOT in recording MSPCS va,￨ues for the
SeC七ion comers on and along s七a七e tmnk line hig軸ays.

Although other u七ili七y coxpanies may have little use for七he MSPCS
as a da七a base forl SeCtion comers

boもh the De七roit Edison Coxpany and

七he Consumers Power Company have used s七aもe plane coordina七es on七he

PrOPerty and section comers on the righ七〇Of吋ay Of some of their trans‑
mission lines・ The author

Wa,S PerSOnally invo￨ved in a power line project

for the De七roi七Edison Coxpany on which more than 500 section comers weI.e

defined using the MSPCS. HoweverJ due to ￨ack of positive policy on the
Par七Of the De七roi七Edison Company}七he state plane coordinate values were
no七made a pa,rt Of the public record of the surveys of the land parce￨s

invoIved.耽e Consumers Power Company has also used the MSPCS on power
￨ine right‑Of‑Way SurVeyS (See rep￨y in Appendix B). However,七hey七oo

￨ack a posi七ive policy on use of the MSPCS and use i七only as dic七ated
by pemi七requiremen七s or when the conもroI poin七s are imedia七e￨y

accessible.
There are o七her fims and organiza.七ions wi七hin the State of Michiga.n

2う

Who have benefica￨1y used the MSPCS to reference the ￨oca七ion of sec七ion
COmerS・ HoweverJ there is no organiza七ion or agency wi七臆m the s七ate

Which has been given responsibility for coondina七ing the use of the

S七ateWide system.工f such responsibi￨ity were designated and funded>

rmch more use and benefit coutd be achieved.
As a Re雷ional Da七a Base. A￨七hough七he駈.chigan S七a.te Plane Coordi‑
nate System has three separate zones, it covers the en七ire s七ate and cam

be used as a regioml data base for numerous puxposes. Any informaもion

which is of a

demographic natuI

e Can be analyaed more readily if it is

Caも包￨ogued by i七s rela七ive ￨ocation wi七hin i七s par七icular population.

馳en papula七ions of different events or objects are defined on a common

da七a base and given an absolute loca七ion, COrrelation of one da,もa厳le
With ano七her becomes possible・珊e MSPCS provides∴Such a da七a base.

According七o the responses∴reCeived f富om the勘O富and several co￨1eges
and universi七iesJ the MSPCS is being used as a regional data base quite

SucCeSSfully.耽re問〕OT is using the MSPCS as aL da七a base for their
COmty mapping program・耽rey are also providing land use data to七he
Great Lakes Coastal Uhit of the阻chigan Depar塙ment of Na七ura￨ ResourcesI

On七he舶SPCS. Chardes E. OIsen Jr., Pr

Ofessor of Na,七ur包l Resources at

七he University of粗Chigan, Wri七es that although they do no七use the肥PCS,
they do use七he UTM sys七em for land use mapping and wou￨d like to have a
metric sys七em which would cover the entire s七a七e with no seams or zone

boundaries. Several geography professors∴reSPOnded tha七the use of the
S七a七e plane coordina七es on the USGS quad maps is being taught in their

COurSeS and Professor Hodler of Wes七em阻Chigan Universi七y tells of using
the sta七e plane coordina七e sys七em as a da七a base for the inven七ory of

u七i￨ity equipment for a small utili七y ∞xpany.
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工n the pa,S七several years七here has been a, na七ional movenen七toward
七he use of the state pl包ne coord且na七e system as a "工息nd parcel iden七i‑

fier"ロh」.弧nch work has been done in this area amd many benefits cou￨d
be achieved once七he s七a七e plane coordina七e sys七em is餌1y imp￨emen七ed●
However, 1i七tle acti竜もy was found of a,nyOne in Michigan using the MSPCS
for ￨and resource ma.na,gementj t敦mapPingタor land parce￨ identification・
Could these uses help justify implemenねtion of the new system of metric
COOrdinates based on the 1 983 Nor七h American Datum?

工n surmary, thr'ee Ca七egOries of use of the MSPCS have been idenもi‑

fied;
1. as a coordinate daねbase for engineering projec七s,
2. as a reference sys七em for pr〈JPer七y comers and land

boundaries

and

3. as a regional data base for mapping, Plaming, and
analysis of geographic

demogr包p臆̲c, a.nd enviI.On‑

孤en七al da七a.

恥ese uses have many overlaps a.nd enjoy many benefi七s as∴a∴reSult of their
Simi￨arities・ Ho廿ever9 in ex七reme cases′ there are two conflicting

Cri七eria to be

珊et:

1. The idea￨ for engineers and surveyors is for the
grid fac七or七o be very cIose七o uniもy.批s cri‑
terion∴reStric七s the effec七ive area of a given zone.

轍ence, it may take more七han one zone to cover the
S七a七e.

2・ The ideal for plamers and da七a ana]ysts is to have

One ZOne COVer七he entire State of Michigan

eli孤置

inating coordinate discon七inuiもies a七zone bounda‑

ries.鱒OWeVer

With only one zone, the scale fac七or

distor七ion肌s七be greater than l/10,000.
For七unately

七he choice of one me七hod or the other does no七eli鵬inateもhe

usefulness of七he MSPCS for o七her applications●
l亀もer.

These will be discussed

2与

Obs七acles

七o Effective Use

Given that七he MSPCS has been defined, ￨ega￨￨y adqp七ed and offers
Cer七ain benefits to several ca,もegOries of users

‑ why hasnIt the use or

imp￨ementa七ion of the MSPCS proceeded more rapid￨y than i七has?工S it
because the law esもablishes

'一pemissive use11 r包七her than ma,nda七ory use?

工S iもbec創se the law provides no funds for implemenも包tion?工S the

MSPCS, forl SOme reaSOn, umCCeP七able due七o i七s very nature?工s i七so

exotic tha七no one can a雌ord it?工S iもtoo conplica七ed to be unders七ood?
Proponents of七he sys七em argue tha七none of the exp￨ana七ions given above

COnSもii祖もes a legi七imate obs七acle七o the use of七he sys七em. The law

establishes the legal basis of the system.曹he benefi七s derived through

using七he system jus七ify七he cos七involved in using七he鵬PCS. And, the
mathema七ica￨ fomula七ion is straightforward and well wi七hin the under‑

S七anding of a reasonab￨y compe七en七surveyor.

Pechaps a better understanding of the reluc七ance of the surveying

PrOfession to use the MSPCS c包n be ob七ained by s七udying the replies to

七he MSRrs ques七ionmire lis七ed in Appendix A. Of those who responded七o
七he questiomaire the larges七則mber of responses inもhe ''obs七acle'一

category (3h out of 50) was, '一Lack of reques七or∴aCCeP七anCe by clien七or
exployer."

However, Of the 3h who ￨isted accep七ance as an obsぬcle, 19

have never used the MSPCS and 9 more have used i七only once or twice.

The second ￨argest response in七he obstacle caもegory was the l曹nad‑

equa七e m棚めer of controI poin七s in the area●一一

No七e th包七i七was lis七ed

as∴an Obs七acle by users of the MSPCS as well as non‑uSerS. The lack of

adequa七e control is∴am Obs七acle which can be quan七ified for a given area

amd one which is七ied cIosely七o the availa,bili七y of funds for controI
SurVeyS●
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馳e七hird mjor obs七ac￨e ￨is七ed in the responses wa,S the

'一La,Ck of

familiari七y in七he use of the sys七em.1I These responses came priI阻rily

from七hose who have seldom or never used七he MSPCS.工もis in七eres七ing to
noもe heI.e tha七the i七ems involving the sea level reduc七ion
fac七or compu七a七ionJ a

the scale

nd crossing zone boundaries were considered by very

few to be obs七acles七o use of the rsPCSJ ye七many Cited lack of famゴー1i‑

ari七y as an obs七acle.馳is∴SuggeStS tha七few姐chigan surveyors are

qua￨ified to judge whaもfea七ures of the MSPCS may

Or may nO七, be an

Obs七acle七o the use of the MSPCS.

Ano七her factor considered by many to be an obs七acle七o the use of

もhe MSPes is that of cos七・ Mr. Hoo七h of the MDO嘗poin七ed to the fail‑me

Of the present阻chigan Coordimte Sys七em ActもO PrOVide funding for

ixp￨emen七a七ion of the

'聴PCS.耽re statutory charge of the M)OT is七o

build and旧in七ain transporta.七ion facili七iesJ nOt tO SPend七ime and money
On geOdeもic con七roI surveys. Thus

七he蘭)OT is reluc七amt to commit funds

Ori reSOurCeS tO ‑Iextra,I surveying required to use the MSPCS.
Al七hough cost was noもinc￨uded as a specific item on the MS紬s
ques七ionnaiz.e, a number of commen七s in七he lIobs七acleII sec七ion stated tha七

it is∴nOt feasible to charge a. client for七ying a survey in七0七he MSPCS.

Generally the comen七s cansidered only七he firsもーもime cos七and didn't
ackno廿ledge tha七poin七s, OnCe eStablished, COutd be reused on o七her sur‑

veys. Ad血ttedユy) COS七and profitabili七y are jus七as import包n七in七he
OPera七ion of a business as efficien七and responsib￨e expendi七ures of tax

monies are for puolic agencies. However

i七seems七ha七short sigh七ed

a.rgune血s are presen七ed wi七h little or no consideration given to coordin‑

a七ing surveying ac七ivi七ies, elimina,ting d車lica七e efforts , Or ma.Ximizing
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1ong‑range benefits to socie七y.工S七his∴a,nOther oppor七unity for the
SurVeying profession in阻chigan to prov王de responsible leadership? The
al七erna七ive is for surveyors to become technical subor髄̲na七eS七o t,he en‑

gineers a,nd planners who promote use of七he system.

Å nunber of those responding to七he MSRI,S ques七iomair.e who use the
MSPCS lisもed the llIack of a cenbral data repository" as an obs七acle to

七he use of the MSPCS・ While the lack of a cen七ral da,ta rePOSi七ory migh七

noもpreven七any one from using七he MSPCS i七cer七ain￨y seems∴reaSOnable
that the exis七ence of one wouユd fos七er additiona￨ and more efficient uses.

工f such a cen七ra￨ data reposi七ory were established the office could also
be used effec七ively to s七andardize survey me七hods and p].OCedures for in‑

Suring the in七eg屯もy of the data. Thus dat包submi耽ed by one could be
used wiもh confidence by another∴包nd vice vers包.

工n surmary

the obstacles to the use of七he MSPCS fal￨ in七o two

broad categories :
1. finding a way to fund the ixplementa七ion and to

COOrdinaもe effec七ive use of七he MSPCS; and
2・ the re￨uctance of the land surveyors to provide

PrOfessiona￨ 1eadership in the applica七ion of

modem七echno￨ogy.
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CHAPTER工工￨.

A MET則:C RAP PROJECT￨ON FOR HCH工(払N

Desi箆n Criteria

The reason for considering a I

eVision to the exis七ing MSPCS is七ha七

七he Na七iona￨ Geodetic Survey is redefining七he Nor七h American Da七um and
readjusting the entire horizontal geode七ic contro￨ ne加ork throl鴫hou.t the

Uni七ed Sta七es. The combined resulもwi￨￨ be published asもhe North Amer‑

ican Datun of 1983.工もis also七he policy of the NGS to publish me七ric
S七ate Plane coordi脱tes for any horizontal con七roI point defined by the

1983 datum. These two design cr.i七eri包, the geode七ic datum and七he leng七h
uni七s, have already been de七ermined and need no fur七her consideration.

耽re NGS has stated tha七, ur血ess requested by an individun￨ sta心e to
maLke a change, the s七a七e plane coordina,七e sys七em in each s七aもe wi￨1 be

based on the projec七ion and defining parame七ers for the s七a七e as lis七ed

in USC鍋S Special Ptねlication No. 235 (19砧revision). Before the NGS
Wi￨￨ accep七a change foおa given state, the s七a七e mus七have amended its
legislation to accormodate the reques七ed change. Since the S七a七e of

Michigan has a￨ready adopted the I励めert projecもion t,he NGS has s七a七ed

七ha七阻Chigan‑s Transverse Merca七or System designed by七he USC&GS in 1 933
Wil￨ be eliminated in favor of the ￨egislatively aIxprOved I

a謝oer七systemo

工S the exis七ing L劃bert sys七em the bes七孤ap projection七o be used暁‑七h
the 1983甑D or are there changes which could be made to improve the use‑

fulness of the MSPCS?工f a cha.nge can be nde to improve the system
七ime

the

もo do i七is when the transition is made to the use of me七ric coor‑

dina七es∴and七he 1 983 Datun.
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Confo調ali七y

One of the mos七basic design criteria for a脱p projec七ion forl a
S七a七e plane coordina七e sysもem is tha七of confomality. A resu工もof im‑

POSing七he condi七ion of confomality is七hat the shape of any smal￨紺ea
On the surface of七he earth is mchanged when projec七ed to a, Plane.
皿止s means tha七もhe surveyor or engineer using a confoma.1 projecもion in
a limi七ed area has only to concem himself wi七h dis七ortions to the dis一
七ances as the angles are pI.eSerVed●

耽e condi七ion of confomali七y was

app￨ied in七he design of the original s七a,七e plane coordina七e sysもems and

has been used quite successfully. No reason has been found or will be
given for using any七hing bu七a ∞nfoma￨ map projection for七he阻c址Lgan
Me七ric Coordina七es 1 983.

Eleva七ion of Reference Datum

One proposed change is to move七he reference d命tum back七o the

ellipsoid ins七ead of keeping it a七もhe 80O foo七eleva七ion. At the time

(1 96h) Berry proposed七he elevated reference surface, elec七ronic dis七ance
measuring ins七rumen七s (囲)虹) were no七yet conmon￨y available and mosも
SurⅤeying coxputa七ions were perfomed wi七h mechanical calcula七ors and
tables of trigonome七ric func七ions. His goal was to reduce the compu一

七a七iona￨ burden of the land surveyor using地e MSPCS. rn七ha,七, he was
SuCceSSfu工.

HoweverJ With七he advent of圃)M工, exp包nded use of one second七heod‑
Oli七es, and powerful compu七ing capa,bilities; 1and surveyors who use the

暇PCS now rou七inely perfom. surveys which have a∴random emor tha七、.王s
Sma￨￨er七han the systematic error introduced by the scaユe factor and sea
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1eve￨ reduction・ Consequently′ the surveyors using the鵬PCS rou七inely
ma

ke a correc七ion to七he 800 foot eleva七ion (which could jus七as ea.sily

be made七o七he ellipsoid) before applying七he scate fac七or. The problem
Berry sough七to elimina七e is no Ionger a problem. There is instea,d) a

PrOblem of confusion over which is the proper scale factor. Al￨ the ma輸
terial presented by Berry on using the eleva七ed reference surface is
COrrect and consistent. However} When one uses other sourcesプa discrep‑

ancy is quickly discovered・ (See extensive explana七ion in Appendix C,

''The脆"Chigan Scale Fac七or.り

Wi七h the reference surface moved b合ck to

七he ellipsoid, the confusion over the sca￨e faoもOr Sho面。d be elimina七ed

and coxpu七a.もional effort would not be increased.

工もis∴Shom in Appendix C th包t the scal‑e factor is independent of
七he se血‑major axis of the ellipsoid. Therefore, if one wishes to work

a七some elevation o七her tham on七he e￨1ipsoid, the a心栂ntages of an‑
eleva七ed refel.enCe Surface are s七ill avai￨able・ When used properly? the
results are ide灯もical.

Maximum Scaユe Dis七ortion Allowable

As poin七ed out earlierタthere are two canflic七ing cri七eria to be
COnSidered when designing map projec七ions for the Michigan Sta七e Plane

Coordina七e Sys七em. The first cri七erion is that七he maxj‑mum SCale dis‑

七ortion be less七han a cer七ain limit, Say l/10,000. The second c富i七erion

is that七he s七ate shouユd be covered with one zone.工もis no七possible to
Sa七isfy bo七h criteria for the State of Michigan.工f tine l/1O,OOO cri七erion
is applied a minimm of 3 zones is∴￨

equi±.ed.工f one zme is used the ma糖種

im関n∴Scahe distorもion rises七o approxima七ely l/25OO. Which cおiterion is

more impor七an七and which col鬼d have the greates七adverse impac七if no七
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Sa七isfied? A ￨ot of argunen七s could be presen七ed for each side bu七the

issue re包lly boils dom七O this Wha七is∴SO SaCred about七he l/1O,000

1imi七?エS it inflexible?

￨s it inv包￨id?工S it obso￨ete?

The cri七erion of con七aining the scale facもor dis七or七ion within

l/10,OOO was arbitrarily chosen in the ea,叫y 1 93O's when the originat
Sta七e P￨ane coordina.七e sys七ems were designed●

馴he reasoning was tha七a,

SyStematic error con七ributing no more than l/1O,00O co血d be easi￨y ab職

SOrbed in七he random error of a survey融正ch had a linear血Sc‡osure

Of l/3OOO to l/5OOO or even l/7500.耽1is mean七that the dis七ances and
area.s shom on ordinary surⅤey maps and engineering dra融ngs could be used

as ground distaLnCeS and a,reaS Wi七h the discrepancies attribuもed to survey

PrOcedure ins七ead of map projec七ion orl SCale dis七ortion. Since七hen the
l/10,000 cri七erion has cone to be loosely regarded as a grard stick for
de七emining七he acceptabi￨i七y of land and cons七rueもion surⅤe〕7ing measure‑

menもs. Thus i七s sacredness consists primarily of i七s pas七use and ac‑

CePtanCe.
The l/lO,OOO cri七erion has been extensively a,PPlied七0七he scahe
factor dis七orもion to de七emine七he acceptabiliもy of onels ohoice of a map

PrOjec七ion. However, Of more in七erest to land surveyors and geode七ic

engineers is the grid fac七or which expresses七he ra七io of the grid dis‑
七ance over the horizontal ground distance・ The grid fac七or dis七or七ion

has two coxponentsプthe sca￨e fac七o夢dis七or七ion and七he sea ￨evel re‑

duc七ionj and is the七o七aユdistor七ion be七ween ground and g車d which ms七
be acknowledged and handled accep七ably. The contribu七ion of e￨eva,七ion to

七he七0七al distor七ion was wel￨ known to Adams when he designed七he various

S七a七e plane coordinate sys七ems [2], bu七his philosophy was七h轡も一一. ‥ the
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impor七ance of hawing the work tied in with the control ne七far outweighs
七he need for exac七gromd leve￨ dis七a,nCeS. Acもual lengths and are包s can

easi￨y be de七emined from a map ma,de on七he s七a七e grid even though七he
COOrdinates may give sligh七1y differen七resu￨七s.章‑

Adams l reluc七ance to consider七he to七〔江dis七or七ion futher has lead
七o confusion over the best way七o hand￨e significant dis七or七ions when

七hey are encoun七ered. Dracxp [18] describes the use of一一projec七da七un
COOrdina七esll whch will give七he ground dis七ance from a coordi髄.七e inverse

but cautions tha七grea七care mst be七aken to assure tha七project da七um
coordina七es∴紺e nOt uSed a s七a,もe P￨ane coordina七es. Pryor [8] proposed
an approach called '一da七un adjustmen七一, in which the sもa七e plane coordine七es

are adjus七ed fo種the e￨evation of a given area making i七possible to com‑

Pu七e COrreC七ground dis七a.nces紐om coordina七e inverses. Berry [3] designed

七he e虫s七ing MSPCS wi七h七he idea of conもrolling the grid fac七or dis七Or七ion

Wi七hin l/10,000. He was∴SuCceSSfu￨ for the mos七part; bu七even so, there
are several areas in Michig包n where七he grid factor dis七Ortion is greater

than l/10,OOO.皿ms al七hough the l/10,00O c屯もe屯on ha,S been used exten‑
Sively in the pasも, i七has been applied inconsis七en七1y and is no七re亀11y
a tme measure of the goaユto be achieved.

工S七he l/1O,OOO distor七ion cri七erion obsole七e? When the cri七erion
WaS apP￨ied in the 193OIs to the sta七e plane coordinaもe sys七e孤s

mOSも

land surveying fell in七he一,transi七/七ape一一ca七egory. Traverse miscIosures
Of l/3000 to l/5000 were nomal excep七for precise or con七roI slrfVeys in
Which subs七antia.1 effor七was∴required七o obtain resul七s known to be be七ter

七han l/10,OOO. Ho鵬ver, the s七ate of七he art has changed dramaticatly

OVer the pas七如years.工n I此ace of the t勤nsit/七ape equipmen七, mOS七
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surveyors are using the theodo虹te/薗D虹cor血inaもion. Normal t輪verse

prac七ice has progressed to where miscIosures of l/10,000 to l/3O,000 are

nomal; and, if a survey crew exercises a reasonable degree of carej
traverse miscIosures of l/5O,OOO or be七七er are easily at七a,inable. No
Ionger is the sca.1e dis七or七ion buried in七he random error of the measune‑

孤ents.工f七hat were the goa￨J the sca￨e dis七Ortion wo血d have to be less

七ha,n l/50,OOO and more like l/1OO,000. Since七hat is no七prac七ical, the
distortion caused by represen七ing a curved ear七h on a flat plane will
have to be included as∴a Part Of the computa七ions on a山1 s七a七e plane

coordina七e surveys.

工f七he effects of七he grid fac七or disもor七ion are rou七inely included
in a￨￨ s七a七e plane coordina七e surveysJ七hen ac七ual ground dis七ances and

areas can be readi吋de七ermined. This has been done successfully by the
a.uthor on severa.1 pr

Ojec七s invoIving hundreds of miles of high vol七age

transmission lines・ The s七a七e plane coordin包七es were putlished for e包ch

POin七of intersec七ion (P工) of the proje〇七cen七er line. The grid factor
applic如￨e to tha七p包rt of the project was shom on each sheet of the
Plan & profi￨e dra肘ings. The s七包七ioning along the center line represen七ed

actu祖ground distance. The only apparen七discrepancy was七ha心もhe co‑
ordina.七e inverse dis七ance be七ween P工Il容did no七agree with the difference
in s七ationing●

Ac七uatly) nO discrepaney existed because the product of

the grid fac七〇r∴and the sta七ioning di‑鱒erence gives the coordina七e in‑

verse disもance. Although七he grid factor distor七ion of七en exceeded
l/10,OOO, the differenoe bet肘een grid dis七ance and ground dis七ance was

handユed rou七inely.馳usJ there is no limi七to the grid distor七ion which
Can be rea￨is七ica￨吋imposed as a criterion on selec七ion of a ma,P PrO‑

je〇七ion.
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Coordina七e Or

The las七c±

igin

i七erion to be presen七ed for a map projecもion to be used

for七he睨.chigan Metric Coordinaもes is tha七of range of coordina七e values

Which will occur. when Berry desi諜時d帆e e潰st±ng腿PCS in 196塙he
Chose an llXI章value of 2

OOO,00O fee七for the false eas七ing on the central

meridian of each zone. This mean七七ha七the llX,, coordina七e could always
be dis七ing直shed fron the一一Y'' coordinate beca皿Se the "Y一, coordina七e (ex‑
C￨uding工Sle Royale) never exceeded l ,OOO,00O fee七. The range of ''Ⅹ一一

Values and 'lYII va￨ues七o be used with the岨chig包n Met轟"C Coordinates 1983

Should be chosen as follows :

1. The X.& Y coordinate values should be distinguish‑
ab￨e by inspection of theirl reSPeCtive magni七udes.

2.珊e 1983 da七um coordina七es∴Should be disting叫ish‑
al)1e from the 1 927 da,七um coordina七es by a simple

則le.
3.珊e zone in which a pair of c∞rdina七es is Iocated
Sho億。d be unique.

古∴The magni七ude of the coordinates should be kep七as
Small as possible forl COnVenience in compu七ing are包

from coordinates.
S七Oug耽on [21] has sugges七ed tha七the above cri七eria be achieved for
I患mbert zones ty assigning specified va.1ues of X to the cen七ral meridi亀n.

耽us if the values of h,OOO,OOO me七ers, 6,000,OOO ne七ers, and 8,000,00O
me七ers were assigned as fa￨se eas七ings七o七he central neridiam of three
new. zones, all of the above wo血d be satis組ed except mmber h. pI

Oblems

CO血d arise if one七ried七o coxpute the area of a, Sma.1￨ trac七accura七ely
using such ￨arge c∞rdina七e va]∬eS. (Nomat practice is七O aVOid the

PrOb￨em by subtrac七ing off a large cons七an七before c○mputing the area.)
0七herwhse, a￨￨ cri七eria have been me七and no change in the laもi七ude of
七he origin (y=O) is∴required.

うう

However, if i七is decided to go to a, PrOjection which covers七he en‑
もire s七a七e with one zonel the c∞rdi‑nate Origin can be selec七ed such tha七

no coor(遺na七e value is over a mil￨ion and all the cri七eria can be met.

耽Ie firs七cri七erion is met because七he

書IX" coordinate is larger七han the

華" coordinate in the lower peninsula and the lrY" coordina七e is larger

七han the

"Ⅹ" coordina七e in the uI坤晦r Peninsula・

Mr. S七em who is on the Direc七orls staff a七七he NGS has sugges七ed in
a le七七er to the au肌or that cri七erion nunber h is more impor七ant七han the
firs七three and has offered a less∴Simple me七hod of dis七inguishing da七ums
and zones七han is proposed by Stough七on. Anyone desiring infoma七ion on

his method can ob七と正n the same from Mr. Stem a七NGS in Rockvil￨e,ぬryland.

Candidate Map Projec七ions

Wi七h the design cri七eria帆at have been discussedブWha七are the

a￨七ema七ives as far as a〇七雌ユmap projectio髄are concemed? A ￨is七of

possible confomat map projec七ious including the m肌ber of zones required

to cover the Sta七e of堆.chigan and the minimm sca￨e factor on七he axis
Of the projec七ion is given belo晴.

Table l Conformal的p Projec七ions
蝋珊be種
Projec七ion

Zones

認粧謡
曲er七

Conf°東関箆l

Oblique Merca七or

っノヘくノ上嶋っノ12

Transverse Merca七or

of

鼠eq Id

腿しni孤u皿

Sc包le

重ねc七〇r

O.999夕

0.9996
0.9999
0.9999
0.夕996

Cc州oina,七ion of七ypes

Upper Peninsula (Lanbert)
Lower Peninsuha (富rans. Merca七or)

0.9999
0.9998
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甲he七ransverse Merca七or projec七ions designed ty the USC劇溝in七he

1 93O's were e￨iminated in favor of the Lanbert conic confomal projections
a,S described previously. No七hing has been discovered or wi￨1 be presented

to sugges七tha七the transverse Merca.七or鳴p projec七ion should be consid‑

ered again.
The Universa￨ Transverse Merca七or (UTM) map projec七ions were designed

and ixp￨emen七ed by the U.S. mi￨i七紋y for wor￨d wide coverage. A UTM pro‑

je〇七ion is a zone 60 in width融ich extends from 80O sou七h lati七ude七o
8OO norもh lati七ude.富he scahe fac七or on each cen七ra￨ meridian is O.9996

giving a dis七or七ion of ‑1/250O.
A七one t王ne the U嘗M sys七em was proposed to replace the existing

S七a七e p￨ane coordinate when the 1 983 NAD was imple珊en七ed.耽re advanもages

quo七ed were tha七七he UTM sys七em is well es七ablished and that七he trms‑
for舶七ion fomulas a.re identical from zone七o zone. However, the pro‑

POSal was dropped because of anticipa七ed resis七amce to the grea七erl SCale
dis七ortion and due to the fact that UTM zone boundaries are meridians∴and

do no七follow topographicat and/or poli七ica￨ boundaries. For example,
even wi七h the grea七er∴ZOne Width of the UTM sys七em,七he S七a七e of Michigan

lies in three differen七UTM zones (See Figure 6).工f three zones mus七
be used

七he exis七ing I,amberもprojections become七he ￨ogical choice.

曹herefore

eVen七hough七he U珊coordina七es will be shoun by the USGS on

七he new me七ric七opographic maps [lOおuse of the UTM sys七em for七he Mich置
igan Me七轟̲c Coordina七es 1 983 is no七recomended.

工n 1973 Pryor [8] proposed the use of a modified UTM sys七em with 2O
ZOneS tO be used for engineering and cad包s七ral surveys. The a,dvan七亀ges

Of his proposa￨ were七ha七もhe scaユe distor七ion wol血d be reduced to

37
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1/1O,OOO and tha.t七he transfoma,tion fo競関ユas woutd be七he same from zone

七o zone. According七o D輪oup, [18] the idea of the 2O zone never can￨gh七

On because i七too fo￨1owed meridionaユboundaries∴ra,もher bhan poli七ical

bounda.ries.
珊e existing隙PCS is comprised of three I励めer七conic conformal
PrOjec七ions designed by Professor Berry and adopted by the狙Chigan Leg‑

isla七ure in 196L.咄e sys七em has been used qui七e successf血￨y and cer‑
七包in￨y warrants considera七ion for continued use. Al七hough i七has been

PrOPOSed to Iower the reference da七un back七o七he ellipsoid, SOme h包ve
argued for con七imed use of the I創nber七sys七em because users are fani￨iar

Wi七h i七●

Several responden七s raised the quesもion

l晒1at neX七?11 The

SyS七em desig陣ed in the 193OIs was e￨imina七ed in favor of a new one in

196h. Now七he肥PCS is being changed aga,in. '噂y can'七i七st皐y七he
Sa.me?l1 0f course, the type of projection can s七ay the same. But since

七he geodetic datun is being rede組ned and me七ric uni七s are being adop七ed,

a break with the p包s七暁̲11 be made.融正chever sys七em is∴adopted

it

Should remain in use as Iong as the geode七ic da.廿耽n remains unchanged●

A drawback to the use of七he Lambert projections is tha七もhe entire
S七a七e can no七be convenien七ly covered wi七h one zone.靴肘ever,もhere is a

One ZOne PrOjec七ion designed by Benv [山which covers the en七ire s七a七e

amd ju血sdic七ional wa.七ers (See Figure 7).工もis ca￨1ed七he晒ichigan
C過0一輝F Sys七em" and uses an oblique Mercator map projec七ion.工もuses
me七ric u血もs and has a sca,1e fac七or of O.9996 0n七he a瓦S Of the projec亨

もion.曹he magni七ude of七he coordina七es is aユways less than LOOO

OOO

meters and except for a. smal￨ area on七he ea,Sもem end of the u勘per Pen‑

ins血a the x coordina七e is always l包rger in the lower peninsu￨a aLnd七he

う9
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Y coor髄̲na七e is a￨ways larger in the upper peninsula.

珊e mos七obvious objec七ion to the GEO一則押SyS七em is七ha七it doesn一七
mee七the l/1O,OOO sca￨e fac七or distor七ion criterion. However, i七has
been shom tha七もhe l/10,OOO c義士もerion is an arbi七rary one and is no七
really a measl.1re Of the goa￨七o be achieved. Wha七もhen is the mxiI肌肌

grid fac七or distor七ion for七he 〔泌O章RI灘SyS七em? Very little of the s七ate
is overl an eleva七ion of 30O meters.

A七七he 30O me七er eleva七ion on七he

axis of七he projec七ion七he grid fac七or is:

0.9996英

潔・誓

雪〇・9夕夕朔O

Where
O.9996 = Scale fac七Or On the projection axis.
6378.332 = radius of curva七l耽e Of the ellipsoid

王宣i kilomeもe種s包七の=捗0 「8,弁章‑.
0.300 = eleva七ion of poin七in kilometers.

富his meams tha七the approximate wors七grid fac七or disもortion is l/2161.

工もcerもainly fa￨1s short of the l/10,000 goa￨ adop七ed by the USC鎖3S for
the s七ate plane coordinate sys七ems; but if the eleva七ion is∴also consid‑

ered′ the grid factors will no七differ tha七mch・ Since the grid facもor
distor七ion is handled by appropria七e compuねtionsJ nO POSi七ional acou].aCy

is Ios七a.nd o七her benefi七s can be achieved. m shor七, the GEO一難肘SyS七em:
1. covers the en七ire s七a七e and jurisdictiona.1
Wa七ers with one zone;

2●

has on￨y one se七of constan七s and tr包nsfoma七ion

fo珊軸1asう

3. uses孤e§車C一助its and ‑has二nO eOerdinate values
OVer l

OOO

000 me七ers; and

h. maLintains posi七ional accur包cy of all survey poin七s.

Another possible al七emative (especially if七he uIxper Peninsula is
serious abou七becoming the Sta七e of Superior.) would be to use a combin‑

a七ion of two projec七ions, One for each peninsu￨a. Since the upper pen‑

insula is a￨ready covered by a I,amber七zone the only change would be七o

design a single transverse鵬rcaもor projec七ion for七he lower peninsu￨a.

耽e scale fac七or dis七or七ion on七he cen七raユmeridian would be appro粗鵬tely
l/5OOO and the grid fac七or distor七ion a七もhe 30O meter elevation wouユd be
abou七l/山OOO. Other than e￨iminating one zone in the ￨ower peninsuね
もhere is li七もle benefi七もo be derived from using such a combina七ion of

PrOjec七ions.

Of七he al七ema七ives considered3 the three L邸請oer七zones are a七七rac‑

七ive due to their∴aCCeP七ance and presen七use whi￨e the GEO一斑貯projection
is∴at七ractive because i七covers七he en七ire sもa七e wi七h one zone.

Revisions to Existing工思W

Given tha七七he 1983 NAD is being prepared and tha七me七ric units will
be used for sta七e p￨ane coordinates, w血a七changes∴Should be made七o the
exis七ing Michigan Coor(遭,na七e Sys七em IBW? The七her use of the血Iめert pro‑

jec七ions is continued or whether七he

"GEO農随F" system is adopted

following changes should be made :
1. The Nor七h American Datun of 1983 will have to be
SPeCified in place of the Nor七h Americ患n Da七un

Of 1927 and the Clarke卸heroid of 1866.
2.

耽しe uni七s of七he coordina七es will have

七o be me七ers

to conform to the policy adopもed by the National

Geodetic Survey. As sugges七ed by S七oughもon [21]
七he rela七ionship be七ween the me七er and the Anerican

Survey Foo七should a￨so be ineluded互me七er∴=
う夕.う7/置2 fee七).

3.剛Ie reference dahm in the S七a七e of駈̲Chigan
Should be re七unmed七o the e￨1ipsoid.

the

互2

山. A七r狐Sition period for making the change to Mich‑
igan Metric Coordina,七eS 1 983 sho血d be es七ablished

and wri七七en in七o七he law.

地?. S七em of七he NGS

Wri七es that NGS II・ . . adop七s the philos(やhy tha七

bo七h the SPC system onもhe 1927 da七um and the SPC
SySもem On the 1983 da七um should be legally recog‑

nized from the tine of passage of the act to some
date in the future

‑ ‑ af七er which time七he 1927

datum coordina七es∴Shou￨d not be used.工feel 1990
WOu￨d pemi七a∴reaSOnable transi七ion period. "

工n a.ddition to七he above changes which have to do wi七h七he ac七ual

map projec七ion and design of the阻chigan Meもric Coordina七es 1 983, there

争re several other changes which have been suggested七o facili七ate ixple‑
men七ation of the new system8

1 : Cl包rify七he accuracy specifica七ions fori SurVeyS

COntained wiもhin the

￨aw.

2. Assign grea七er weight to阻chigan Me七ric Coor‑
dina七es as ev互dsnce for corner ￨ocation an
bound自重V SurVeyS.

3. Es七ablish a血mding mechanism wi七hin the ￨aw
for ixp￨ementing七he脆.chigan Metric Coordi寄

na七es 1夕83.
曹he accuracy specificaもions in the exis七ing Michigan Coordina七e
Sys七em IJav are given by:

The posi七ion of七he輯・Chigan Coordinaもe Sys七em sha￨1 be
marked on the ground by triangula七ion or traverse s七a‑

tions esもab￨ished in confomiもy with s七andards adopted

by七he USC(維S for firsも‑Order and second‑Order geode七ic
COntrO￨ surⅤeys, Whose geodetic positions ha,Ve been

rigidly adjusted on七he North American Da七un of 1 92了,
and whose coordinates have been c側やu七ed on the sys七em

herein de組ned.
The law does no七specify wlrether七he s七andards to be applied are
七hose exis七ing a七the time the law wa.s passed or∴a七七he ti孤e the survey
is perfomed. The speci鮭ca七ions issued by NGS have been revised from

七ime to time七o I.eSPonSe tO七he dyna血c na七ure of modem survey prac七ice.

As S七ough七on [21] poin七s out, the law shouhd not manda七e a se七of

山う

S七andards applicable a七a. given七ime bu七shou￨d accormoda七e ineviもable
cha,nge by sta七ing;
'l. . . in confomi七y wi七h s七amdards adop七ed by the

Federal Geodetic ControI Commi七七ee and successors

at七he time the surveys are executed●II

Under七he ca七egory of ‑1desired changesII in the F鰐難S ques七iomaire
七he i七em of assigning grea七er∴Wei蔀t to s七a七e plane coordi̲nateS aS

evidence re6eived more responses than amy o七her.取1der the exis七ing ￨aw

七he coordinate position of a bounda.ry comer is七o be regarded as s坤‑

plemental to the posi七ion ofもhe boundary corner as de七emined by refer‑
ence to a ￨ine or comer of the U.S. P江blic Land Surveys. The exis七ing

law was wri七もen as i七is for a reason; however as technoIogy and modern
SurVey Practice con七inue to progressJ mOre impe七us will be gained for
包ccep七ing coor.dinates as evidence for proper七y loca七ion and descrip七ion.

曹hese leg包l concep七s are very important and should be s七udied through￨y;

h㊤WeVer

七hey̲包reへbeyond the scope of this thesis.

工n the pas七several years, the benefi七s of using七he肥PCS have
become more and more evidenも. Al七hough the exis七ing law provides no

funds for imple孤en七a七ion of七he MSPCS

斑e Plane Coordinate Co脚ittee‑ Of

七he MS紬S has been ac七ive in promo七ing the concepもof a cen七ralized
SurVeying & mapping organiza.tion wi七hin the s七ate governmen七・珊e I,阻ch‑

igan Survey Au七hori七y" would be responsible for coordina七ing implemen七a‑

七ion of七he MSPCS with numerous users and wの血d serve as a da七a∴rePOS‑

i七oI.y.工n Jt11y 1976肥前S sponsored a meeting of s七aL七e Officials and
interes七ed professionals wi七h Cap七ain I

eOnard S・ Ba.kerJ then Direc七〇でof

七he Na.七ional Geodetic Survey. A七もhat七ime冊. J0血P・ WoodfordJ悦rec七or
Of the姐chigan Depar七men七of Transportation9 indic包七ed his willingness

山

七o have such a survey organiza七ion within貼.s depar七men七if the s七ate
legis￨a七ure would provide the funding・ Es七ablishing such an au七hori七y

cou￨d provide an e鯖icien七me七hod for implemen七ing the Michigan Me舟ric

Coordinates 1 983 and should be considered. However

jus七ifying and pre‑

Sen七ing argumen七s for∴SuCh a change is beyond七he scope of thisもhesis.

捗
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rmarizing the ma七eriaユpresen七ed in this thesis言IA Me七ric随p

Projec七ion for the S七a七e of Mi,Chigan, 'Iもhe following recommenda七ions are

made:
1. The Michigan Coordina七e System I,aW Shou￨d be re一

議露盤諜Cify use of the 1983 NAD and metric
2・ Addi七ional effort should be mde by the阻Chigan
Socie七y of Registered疎md Surveyors (MS騰) to
COn七act po七ential users for valuable inpl克on

Selec七ion of the projec七ion to be used.
3. MSRI,S should cond血ct open discussion in a public

fo調on七he merits of the a￨七ema七ives herein
PreSen七ed.

h. one of七he七wo fdllowing map projections should
be adop七ed七o de縦.ne a new s七ate plane coordinate
SyS七em tO be known∴aS Il阻chigan Me七ric Coordina,七eS
「夕8う.II

a. three I励めer七conic confomaユprojections
b●

工n separ包七e

One Oblique Mercator projec七ion

bu七concurren七action, i七is∴reCOrmended tha七a l駈Ch‑

igan Survey Au七hority'I be es七ablished wi七hin an exis七ing s七a七e agency.

耽e responsibili七ies of the a.uもhori七y would be :

1.七o serve a,S a Cenbral reposi七olV for geodetic
COn七富ol informa七ion and sec七ion corner loca七ion

da七a.

2●

tO PrOvide a funding mechanism for七he esセablish一
融も親をand mainもenance of geode七ic con七rol.

3. to s七andardize surⅤeying procedures for geode七ic
○○nもr01.

止る

h'

tO Publish and enforce accuracy specifica七ions
for geodeもic con七roI surveys.

5. to candnc七tra,ining seminars for o七her sta七e

agencies on the use of脆chigan i晦七r王C Coor‑
di関もes ‑1 98う.
6. to dissemina七e geode七ic con七rol data and sec七ion

COmer data to users wi七hin s七a七e goverment

federa1 agenCies● CO

m七y and mmicipal govem‑

men七s, u七ility coxpanies, and the survey, engi‑
neering, a.nd plaming I溝Ofessions.

工ncluded in Appendix D

唖Odel IrfaW for阻Chigan Meもric Coordina七es

1983," is a mode￨ 1av deve￨oped by the Nationa￨ Geode七ic Survey and adapted

to七he S七a七e of脆・Chiga,n by七he author. The mode￨ 1aw incoxpora七es use of

the 1983 NAD and met正c ur正t§.工もpresunes use of three I,amber七cor止c
confomal pro3ections比th the s七a,ndard para￨1e￨s of each zone loca七ed a七

the same geode七ic laもi七ude as the阻chigan Coordina七e Sys七em of 1927.
The eleva七ed reference surface has been eliminated and al￨

scale fac七ors

Wiユユbe compu七ed on the el￨ipsoid. (See Appendix C一,珊e軸,Chigan Scale
Facもor.一り

The lati七ude of the origin for七he撃一, coordina七e has not been

Changed; however

七he location of the cen七ra￨ meridian in the sou七h and

Cen七ral zones has been moved sligh七ly to coincide nore c￨osely wi七h七he

岨chigam耽ncipad Meridian [6]. The false eas七ing on the cen七rat merid‑
ian of each zone was chosen such tha七:

1. the X & Y coordina七es are distinguishable by
inspec七ion of七heir magr正もudes.
2. there is no overlap of 1983 datun coordina七es

Wi七h the 1 927

datt肌cOOrdina七es.

3. there is no overlap of coordina七e pa,irs in七he
七hree zones.

The defining parame七ers

COmPu七ed projection cons七an七s, and trans‑

foma七ion fomulas for the Michigan Me七ric Coordina七es 1983 are lis七ed in

山7

Appendi米田,一一Para.meもers, Cons七ants, and Formユas for姐chigan Me七五c Co‑
O富dina七es 1 983.''

The direcもformuhas are cIosed‑fom, giving an exac七

SO￨u七ion; however} the inverse七ra.nsfom略もion fo劃mlas contain a

POWer

series developed by Adams " ]. Any inverse transforma七ion shou￨d be

七es七ed wi七h the di￨.eC七compu七a,七ion to con鱒rm tha七七he O.OOOl me七er
criterion es七ablished by NGS [17] for七he transfomations has been me七.

耽i七is decided to use an oblique Merca七or projec七ion, a neW mOdel

l翻, Projec七ion cons七anもs, and tmnsfoma七ion fom血as will have七o be

Published.

晒玉田随的C宙S
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鼠]班圏斑測C圏S

1.

Adans, Oscar S.j

一一La七i七ude Developmen七s Come〇七ed wi七h Geodesy

and Car七og陶phy

"

U.S. Coast & Geode七ic Survey Specia￨ Pub￨i種.

ca七ion N0. 67, 19互9.

2・

Adans, Oscar S.; "斗ate Syste鵬of単聖e Coordinates
Engineering÷ Ja直衣サぅ1937.

3.

Berry

一,壁重工

ノ

Ralph Moore;岬he輯̲Chigan Coordina七e Sys七em,"

te米もof a

geode七ic con七roI seminar' SPOnSOred by the輯.chigan Socieもy of

Regist,ered I創ld Surveyors and held at the Universi七y of蛸‑Chigan

in Dece孤ber, 197l.

星

Berry, Ra車h Mbore; b料sonal Con皿mication, 198O.

5.

Boss￨er, Cap七ain John P.9 Deputy Direc七〇r of Na七ionat Geode七ic
Survey; fersonal Gomunica七ion, March, 1 980.

6.

Buneau ofエand mnagement, Depar七ment of the工nterior; '一随rm心Of
Surveying工ns七mc七ions 1 973

U.S. Govemment PI

in七ing O鱗i‑Ce,

Was出しng七〇n, D.c., 1夕7う.
7.

Cledre

Charles N.; "S七a七e Plane Coordi。na七es by餌もoma七ic Proces‑
sing,"
U.S. Coas七& Geode七ic Survey Publica七ion 62山, 1968.

8.

Dracup

Joseph F.; "The Nev Adjus七men七Of七he Norbh血erican Daもum;

Plane Coordina七e Systems, "
1977, pa鮮S 27‑28.
9.

ACSM R皿etin,腺癌be翰59,周e肺動心e墾

Fischer,エrene; '一A Con七inen七al Da,七耽for Mapping and Engineering

in South America,II presen七ed七o CoⅢnission V of七he XIⅤ Con‑
gress,工nlremational Federa七ion of Surveyors (FTG), Washington

D.C., 7‑てらs印鴇孤ber, †タ7五〇
1O. GeoIogical SurveyクUhi七ed S七ates;叩sGS S七a七emen七on七he Prepara七ion
Of Me七轟̲C Base Maps for七he Na七ional Mapping Program)"

ng塑

坤哩珊勤めer卵, A噂鵬も, 1夕77・
11. Hoo七h

Doug￨as, Survey Supervising駁1gineer

阻chigan Departmen七of

Transportation; Personal CoⅢ肌mica七ion, 1 98O.

12.姐もchell

珊Igh C.; "Defini七ions of Tems Used in Geode七ic and O七h㊦

SurveysJ"

U・S. Coas七& Geode七ic Survey Specia￨恥blication

Ⅳ0. 2山2, 1餌8.
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13・岨tchel￨,恥gh C. and Lansing G. Simons; l'The Sta.七e Coordina七e

Sys七emsブil、 U.S. Coas七& Geode七ic Survey Special Publica七ion

Ⅳ0. 2うら19鳩.
1L[. MeyerブD. Davidタand Kemeth PE鵬1 Fisher; ''馳nd Pa.rce￨工den七ifiers
for工nfoma七ion Sysもems, "

proceedings of the conference on

COmPa七ible ￨and iden七ifiers ‑七he problems′ PrOSPec七Sj and

PayOffs, American Bar Founda七ion, Chic急go, 1973.

15. m皿er.,工Van工., amd John O. Rocなie; Gravime七ric and Celestia￨

Geodes

A Glossa
騰W Tork, 19
16.咽orth American Da七un′"

Of

嘗e調合 J Fr.ederick Ungar Pul)1ishing Co.,

National Acade呼of SciencesタWa.shin七on D.C.}

1夕71.

17・ "Policy on Publica七ion of P￨ane Coordinates,"

Ⅴ01・山2, Ⅳ0.升,随rch 2山, 「夕77, pageS l

競三覇詳垣

18. pryorJ Willian T;撃￨ane Coordinates for Engineering and Cadas七ral
S町veys, "∴七echnical paper preserfued to七he 33rd annual meeもing
Of七he American Congress on Surveying & Mapping, 1973.

19. Richardus, Peter, and Ron K. Adler;蛇ep Projec七icms for Geodesis七s,

董葦藍諾芸d雷盟謹書霊菩善書諾蜜・
1972.

2O. Se朗plin′ Thomas O.; lIThe Depar七men七of Defe鵬e World Geode七ic Sys七en

1 972J "

presen七ed a七七he in七emationad syxposiun on proble鵬re‑

1aもed七o the redefini七ion of North American Geode七ic Ne七woI恵sJ

取℃deric七on, New Bmmswick

Canda,ぬy, 197山.

21. s七ough七onj He封oer七W.; "珊e Surveyor and the I

Ordina七es∴and七he 1 983 R虹),"

a" ‑ Sta七e P￨ane Co‑

Surveying md Maming, Volune XL,

22・ Synej George F.;一IGeode七ic Control for Nor七h Carch立ra Higtwaysj"

Civn mginee種ing,随rch, 1932.
23.耽omas, Pa追D章

一,ConformaユProjec七ions in Geodesy and Cartography,'一

U.S. Coast and Geode七ic SurⅤey Pub￨ica七ion No. 2封, 1952.

2山. Va正cek, P., and C. Merry;一De七朝調ina,七ion of the Geoid from De租ec‑
tions of the Ver七ica.1 Using a Leas七Squares Surface Fi七七ing

Tech血que,持

Bulletin Geodesique, No. 109, 1973.

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS
820 Norlh Washington Avenue
しansIng, Mlchlgan 48906・5134
phohe: (517) 484・2413

May 12, 1986

Mr. Ja皿eS Ste皿

National Geodetic Survey
Rockville, MD

208与2

Dear Mr. Stem:
冒he prc)POSed amendments to Michigan Act 9

P.A. 1964$ have finally

been released by the Legislative Service Bureau and were in亡roduced

in亡he House of Representatives on Apri1 239 1986 and referred亡O

the House Comit亡ee on Sta亡e Affairs. A copy of the bill, HB 5518

is encIosed for your perusal.
Curren鞠y亡he Legislature is. deba亡ing appropriaヒions and liabili亡y
insurance

and i亡appears doub亡ful anything can be accomplished on

this piece of legisla亡ion prior亡O the Sumer recess, and as血is

is an election year, it will be ear￨y Fa￨1 probably before they re‑
COnVene.皿is is the second year of a biennial session, and should
the legis￨ation die in CoⅡ皿it亡ee● We Will arrange亡O have it in亡ro‑
duced again as soon as possible in亡he rleXt SeSSion.

工f you have any ques亡ions or coⅢmentS' Please do no亡hesitate to
COn亡aC亡

uS.

‑

Very truly yours,
MエCH工GAN SOC工E冒Y OF REG工STERED LAND SURVEYORS

〈象ア紹軌I子...

Mary Lou Conlin
Ad皿inistrative Secretary

‑ A○○をD 5をv壷印し咋和す
CC;

R超Lomax

」Aて錬

RBur亡ch
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̲

Do巳録画争町でヂ在c・ナノOへI

E『Burkh01der

1弓ゾルいく小を爪{ ∠どらlチ」住でり旗手
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エn Augus七, 1979, a queS七iomaire was sen七to all members of the
Michigan Socie七y of Regis七ered I,and Surveyors (M.S.R.I,.S.) in an e雌or七

七o de七ermine s

「. the ￨evel of usage of the岨chigan S七a七e P￨a,ne Coordina七e

Sys七e孤(艦滑CS).
2・ Obs七ac￨es to greater use of the瓶PCS.
3. changes which sho血d be considered in a revision to the
阻chigan Coordina七e Sys七em La,W.

五・ Preference for a projection which shou￨d3 Or∴Sho血d no七,
be used in a, ne七ric projec七ion utilizing七he North Amer‑

ican Da七um o王198お

The members of M.S.R・I,.S. are persons who are licensed to prac七ice
La.nd Surveying in the S七at

e Of Michigan. HoweverクnOt a￨1 persons li‑

CenSed by七he s七a七e as Land Surveyors are meriber.s of M.S。R.L.S・ rn Aug農

us七, 1979 there were 991 Land Surveyors licensed to prac七ice in the

S七aもe of Michiga,n. Of tha七number, 692 were members of M.S.R.I,.S. and
received a copy of the ques七iomaire'

There were 50 responses∴reCeived to七he ques七ionnaire which was

Sen七七o M・S.R.I
following pages 。

.S. members. A s調nary of those responses is∴Shown in the

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS
(300 Wes( Cl

and BiYe「 Avenue, Suite E, lansjng)

舶a冊ng Addmss: P.O. Bo具=」O4, Lansing, MI 48901

phohe 517 484・ま413

加gus七‑ 197タ
ロOs∴∴∴∴㍍ehbe重容
fu笠‡豊bso

FRO]O
RE !

of櫨.S.京.エ.S.

ぬrl F. B調kholder, Chaim弧, Plane Ccord王nate Cch血ttee
Questiomaire on脆.chigan Co°rdinate Systom

工have been, registered as a Ifmd S¥rVeyOr in Michigan since 197

and h合ve been

active on the P￨ane Coordinate CO】Tmittee since its inception in 1975. In Åugust,

1978, I enrol￨ed in the Graduate SchooI of Purdue University劃d phn to obt,ain

a叢合.s七er‑s Degree血Ge°desy aJぬSurvey士ng in胎y, 1980.
For吋thesis pr.oject l an stlrdying the mapping projections used for the State

Plane coordinate systems, the one for mchig紬in par七icu￨ar. 1 wou￨d iike七o

geもinfomation fro孤MS弧S members, SO l asked the MSRrs Board of Director3 for
permission toさend you tho encIosed questiomaire. I need infomation on:

‑‑七he leve工of use oでもhe e文士s七lng sys七e孤
‑ PrOb￨ens encountered in using the eJdsting sys七em

‑‑ fea七u購S yOu廿O血d虹ke七〇 s8e血a ne岬血e七瓦c pr°je〇七ion
一〇 a呼Other items you think should be included in a∴reVision to
the e]Cisting Michiga.n Co∝、dinate Systen s七atute

恥e existing Michigan Coordimte Sys七em is de組ned in feet uni七s on three工息mbez.も

Confomal Pro帝ctions of the Ch敵e Spheroid of 1866 (ncxiified), and referenced to
the North Åmerican Datum of 1 927. However, the National Geodetic Survey栂es) is
PreParing a readjustmen七of the horizontah control network which wil￨ be knom as

誌蓋豊雫霊塁言霊七号岩島。葦善書需霊謹,雪羅e霊‡華琵d霊y七he
1591h, they wi]⊥ pub￨ish p￨ane c∞rdinates in wo different sysもems, the UTM systerl
蝕d a methc version of the existing state p￨ane coord.in息te SyS七emS. They wiii

tIait

however, until 1982 to pub￨ish new cons七an七s for七he metIi‑C SyS七em to al1o胃

sufficienもtime for the indivicha￨ s七ates to 8nend their e窮.sting plane coordinate

legislation.軸心s provides an oppor七unity for mchigan surveyors to have∴a VOice

in detenai血ng which system is adopted for the Sta七e of RE.chigan.呼go包i is to
gather infomation from in七erested professionahsJ eVa￨ute yo調concems'狐d to
propose a. system to be adopted・

工whd ￨ike to have競plies from as ma轟け阻chigan surveyors∴aS POSSiblef eVen if
you狐swer o血y items 2 & 3 (iten l is opもiom￨). Please read the quesもionr.aire
very caref血ユy and answer the que§tions by Placing checks in the appropriate speces・
AIso feel free to inc￨ude addi七ional comen七s

adding extra pages if necessaごy.

藍詰誌。叢,q謹書霊轟霊宝嵩9悪詫霊i号議霊b工e)如
重合で鵜で耽e,工ndiana山7907.
Tha±庇you for yoor participation and assis七ance.

A雄必ん書出他動勃e柄の硬調Coれ釣棚の&出城的上場納d肱pp高9

腹cⅢ弘前C○○I勘工船でE S重S隔規耐電S富工0棚Å工誠

1. (やもio舶ユ)ぬ珊e;

2.

Me血be種

of:∴M.S.R.I,.S.
A.C.S.H.

A.S.C.E.
N.S.P.E.

H.S.P.E.
Other

3. E丸ent that you have used the eJds七ing Michigan Coordim七e System●

Never Once or twice Occasionany
U3叫uy

薗equen七ly AI青ay容くねれos七)̲

h. what features of the existing sys七en have been an obstac￨e to z±聖圭uSe Of it?
I息Ck of request or∴acCePtanCe by c￨ient or empIoyer
inst剛nen七aもion
to meet
accuracy specific亀tions
￣ sea 重圭ck
level of
reduction
to "8OO foot
eleva七ion,,

InconveniezICe CauSed by crossing zone boundaries
on detemina七ion
of of
proper
facto富or scahe f8C七Or
̲ LackConfusion
of faLmilari七y
in the use
the grid
system
Inadequate mmber of contro￨ points in t

he erea

Difficu￨ty ob七a⊥ning conもrol data from o七hers
̲ Accepもance and/ori nSe Of your data by others

Lack of centra￨ data repository
OOber

5.ぬat features wou￨d you ￨ike to see inc￨uded in a revision to tho existizlg

阻chig劃Coordinate System工岳w?

U8e Of the North Amerlcan Detum of 1983
Use of metric (S工) uni七s

̲ Projection defined at sea level耽ther than a七present 8∞ foot level

Accuracy specifications 8tated more specifica￨￨y

一盆霊‡蒜霊撃言霊整。霊葦謀議1詫霊窯釜。e課業。S。職d)
Reduction in the number of zrones wiも臆‑n the s七a七e

̲申yeclfi∞tion of pena￨ty f。r inproper use md/。r Publication of dat息
Corments

6. on a scahe of l (indifferent) to IO (very strong工y), how strongly do 7ou

feel as to which p章ojection shou￨d, Or Shodd not, be used for∴a∴孤etric

Systen? PJace a nuter in each space. For exa岬工e

会erenoe elther博y

1f you have no pre一

P￨ace the m劃foer l in each space・

Sh°uld n〇七be used
?ransver3e
I,amber七

かぬrca七°r
Conic Confoz.ma]●

Ob止坤e櫨erca七〇で
U調で1帽.七h 6° z°neS

U嘗放心七h 2o zones
Co孤entS and/or∴章eaSO関for you preferencesさ

圏

蜘臆i旦・阜・蹄・工・S ・帥e音容阜On馳ire臆Re早p㊨堅竺

Toもal m肌ber of脆chiga

n Surveyors ‑ A櫨gus七, 1979 。 。 。 .∴991

Tota.￨members of M.S.R.I1.S. ‑Åugus七, 1979 . . . . .. 。 692
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Once or twice
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重腫脹思丑0即

与0

1

地om M.S.R.L.S. associa七e members
取.om licensed non‑member

. . 。

72

上叫

From M.S.R。L.S. members

●

To七at mmber of responses to ques七iomaire

珊脇田盈瓦O申

宕O軍

則詣P〇㍍S圏S

曹0曹A1

￣￣￣

‑

音‑

臆

IJack of reques七or accep七ance by clien七
〇r employer

うし

68

っ

6

2

h

Lack of ins七mnen七a.七ion to nee七accuracy
SPeCifica七ions

Sea leve￨ reduc七ion to I18(X) foo七eleva七ion'1

工nconvenience caused by crossing zone bounda.ries O

O

Confusion on deもemina七ion of proper grid factor
Or音

8

見∴飢

I

SCale fa〇七〇r

aCk of familarity in use of the sys七em

工nadequa七e nurhoer of con七roI poin七s in the area

珊

1i

Oもher (comen七s)

/0

工息ck of cen七ral da七a reposi七ory

1

Acceptance a,nd/or use of your da,七a by others

0

Difficulもy ob七aining con七rol da七a, fro孤O七hers

丸

珊関脇圏駐O甘∴∴ガOF
王将S‡群妙音臆β弘や鱒造園臆臆臆臆臆臆臆臆」

臆葛̲臆。臆̲臆臆臆

聴PO的S駁;

。臆臆

l1

Use of the Nor七h American Da七um of 1983

T脚A工
22

6

12

七he presen七800 foo七elevation

1山

28

Accur.acy specifica七ions∴S七a七ed more specifically

11

22

Use of me七ric (S工) uni七s

Projec七ion defined a七sea level ra七her than a,七

Grea七er weigh七assigned to sもa七e p￨ane coordinates

2う

as evidence

山6

Enmina七ion of sca￨e factors (impossible if angles

a,re七o be preserved)

1

2

Reduc七ion in the nu血ber of zones wi七hin the sta七e

1

2

Specifica,七ion of pena￨七y for improper use and/or

与∴∴∴∴ 10

Putlica.七ion of daもa,

11

〇七her (○○孤孤en七S)

22

P磁姐輔ENCE FOR MAP PROJEo雌ON (shou￨d be used)
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騨岬興些塑
Cormen七s From Those Who Have Never Used the
輯.chigan S七a七e Pla,ne Coordi調a七e Sys七em

ObsもaC￨es to Use;
Our' fim is engaged in Civil馳1gineeringク

エ息nd Surveying and

O七her∴SerVices in the area of Mj。Chigan. ￨n the pasも

25 years we have never￣￣最古￣言￣￣reques七もo uもi￨ize七he c∞rdinate
SyS七em. To do so wi七hou七direcもins七mc七ion wou￨d place a,n

addi七ional and lmeCeSSary COS七uPOn七he clien七. Forもhis rea‑
SOn We have become a. ]⊥七もle rus七y on七he use and necessi七y of

七he sys七em. Ac七7h, Michigan P.A., 1979 (sic) has proved to be
a grea七success in the pexpe七uation of govemmen七con七roI cor‑

ners and工a,m Sure tha七七he es七ablishmen七of a pracもical coord‑
ina七e sys七em will be of equa￨ benefi七七o land sl.櫨VeyOrS a,nd

七hose who u七i￨ize

七heir∴SerVices.

￨ am tmaware of what s七a七e plane coor髄̲na七e da七a is avai￨ab￨e.

A majori七y of surveys performed are no七large enough to warranも

もhe addi七icmal e3町enSe incurred to七ie in七o exis七ing contro￨.
All sec七ion cormers shou￨d be remonumented and tied七o the s七a七e

Plane coordinates.
We have never used the s七a七e plane coordina七e sys七em a,S We neVer

have been in a posi七ion whe種e i七wou￨d be advan七ageous七o us. We
七herefore are unfamilar with the sys七em.

For∴Small surveys i七does no七become feasib￨e to use the s七a七e
Plane coordina七e sys七em. Then coun七ies are on a, remOmmen七a七ion

PrOgra耽, aSSign七he s七ate p￨ane coordina,七eS.曹he resu￨七wou￨d
be gre包七er use s七a七ewide.

Cha,ngeS哩Lich Should be Made
A revision七0七he exis七ing law shou1d inc￨ude a, PrOVision for
local enforcemen七

so clien七s unders七and七he need七o pay ex七ra.

工もhink the s七a七e plane coordina七es∴Shou￨d be required by s七a七e

la肘for large proje〇七s.

工もhin龍we should chamge fro孤the s調rvey f00七もo七he s七andard
foo七if.we use fee七.
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Preferences On Ma
工have no preference for∴Which map projecもion is used because

工am no七familar wi七h the sta七e pla,ne C○0rdina七e sys七em.

工am not familar enough wi七h the differen七map projecもion sys七ems
七o s七a七e a preference.

The U・S.G.S。 quad maps have Lamber七and 2O uTM gI.id ￨ines on the

margins.工もwould ou七da七e exis七ing m亀ps to change to any七hing
e￨se. (No七e:∴The map boundaries and grid ticks on a.￨￨ USGS maps

based on the 1927 da融m wi￨1 be ou七dated by the NAD 1983.)
￨ do no七know enough about prac七ica￨ use and app￨ica七ions of
different map projec七ions for our type of work.

￨n the condu〇七of a professional Land Surveying business in the

藍嘉器叢1霊.蛙Clien七s

the difference in map projec七ions

Cormen七s FrOm Those Who Have Used the
睨.chigan S七a七e Plane Coordina七e Sys七em Once or Twice

Obst包cles to Use:
Once a con七r01 poin七is found the vege七ation grow七h over the

years makes i七difficul七七o use the poin七.
工f every sec七ion comer had s七a七e plane coordinates on iも,七he
SyS七em wou￨d be used much more.

Changes Which Should be腿d鎌
‑

Con七ro￨ poin七s should be es七ablished a七cIoser in七ervals and
la.ws enac七ed per七aining to specific use of the sys七e孤as to
Subdivisions, SeC七ions, e七C.

Preferences On Map Projec七ions :

王have no七used it enough to make a commen七〇

￨ don'七care which projec七ion is used, jus七
Standard sys七em to be usefu1 for everyone。

so there is∴a
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Cormen七s From Those Who Have Occasiona￨￨y Used七he
Michigan S七a七e P工ane Coor,dinate Sys七em

Obstacles to Use;
An obs七ac￨e is the excessive cos七

to

七he individua￨

c￨ien七

in ob七aining con七rol.

The ex七ra cos七which the clien七is no七wi￨￨ing to pay in
ligh七of compe七i七ion from o七heri SurVeyOrS in the area who are

no七fami￨ar wi七h the use of the sys七em cur七ai￨s i七s use.

Cont

rOl mommen七s mus七be more readi￨y avai￨able and educa七ion

in the use of the s七ate p￨ane coordinate sysもem mus七be achieved
before the benefits of using the sys七em can be realized. We
have seen very li七七￨e use of the sys七em on subdivisions. ￨七

appears tha七mos七eiもher lack the knowhedge of use or are hamp‑
ered by the scarci七y of infoma七ion. The workshops are based

On七he assumption七h包七al￨ have kno柳ledge of use.耽is hoped
七ha七general educa七ion asもO七he

"ho鵬∴and trys" could be made

available. 1 realize there is no way surveyors can be foz

Ced

七o bb七ain this, bu七I believe i七shou￨d be made availab￨e. By
accep七ing and using iも, We COuld provide ̲for̲如競掛eねa脚ipg
Of descrip七ions) t,hus providing more of a professional service

七han jus七a technica￨ one.工f a local system wou￨d be required
七o conform to the s七a七e sys七em i七wou￨d fur七her accep七ance and use.
Chan宵eS Which Should be Made :

1 am agains七using the metric sys七em as this wi￨￨ mess up the

PreSen七fee七scaユe.
The MSPCS shou￨d be used as a da七a base for the Modermizaもion

Of Land Da七a Sys七ems 0oo工DS). Then each surⅤeyed parce￨ could
enjoy abs01ute loca七ion and descrip七ion.

IJeaVe i七as i七is because工もrus七Professor Ralph M. Berry.

Preferences On Map Projections :
王would ra七her go back to the Transverse Mercator静ojec七ion
because

工

am more familar wi七h i七.

曹he I'a.mber七sys七em wo±.ks very well for阻Chigan. A change
WCh丸d mean more confusion for∴SurVeyOrS Who have enough trouble

understanding the presenもsysもem.堕y second choice would be

七he朋耶Sys七em for uniformi七y.
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Corments From Those Who Fr.equen七￨y or AIways

Use the輯.chigan S七a七e P￨ane Coordinate Sys七em

Obs七acles to Use3
Wi七hou七adequate con七ro￨ monumen七s in an area, the system

is useless.
We need a cen七ra.1 da七a reposito事y for work done by ourselves

as we￨1 as o七hers.工am a￨so concerned wi七h七he quali七y of
WOr瓦done by o七hers・ We need accep七ed s七andards and specif輸

ications.
More training is needed七o fully implemen七arry sys七em in七o
S七andard prac七ice o

Changes l規Iich Shou￨d be Made :

You shouhd inves七iga七e the dele七ion of the l考mi￨e require‑
men七for con七ro￨. Mos七priva七e surveyors now have七he equip‑

men七to accura七ely run con七rol for 5 to巧miles or more.
Requirements to tie surveys to the s七a七e pla.ne coordina七e

SyS七em. should be es七ab￨ished。
Preferences For Map Projec七ions :

MichiganIs upper peninsu￨a is bes七adap七ed to the Lamber七
Projec七ion while the ￨ower peninsula adap七s wel￨ to七he Trans‑
VerSe Mer.ca七or Projec七ion. O七her s七a七es u$:e SuCh a血米もlme

Of sys七ems・耽re UTM is avai￨able

but mos七cumbersome to use.

Since mos七fi珊応have theiz. cmm or time‑Sharing co岬u七ers to

use, arry grid sys七em can be used二王fもhe con七rol珊OmmentS and

geode七ic coordina七e data are availa,ble.耽e s七a七e of七he ar七
y tO uSe grids far∴mOre七han is curren七ly in

has七he abilit

PraC七ice
bu七the level of undersもanding is n〇七ready to take
advan七age of七hem.
More and more surveyors are becoming comfor七able and/or familar

Wi七h the presen七sys七em. Ma'jor∴reVisicns wil￨ da,mage aCCeP七ance

and use ofもhe Michigan S七a七e Plane Coordina七e Sys七em.

∞
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e七七ers of inquiry On the possible use of the Michigan Sta七e Plane

Coordinate System (MSPCS)鵬re sent to various Michigan s七ate agencies,
COlleges a.nd universities, uti￨ity co孤Panies, and rela.ted professiona￨s

Who migh七share a concern in七he use of七he MSPCS・ A typica￨ ￨etter of
inquiry is shom ㊤櫨page 6ら

a ￨is七of those persons con七包cted is given

begiming鉦page 63, and a surmary of the individual replies begins on

page修.

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS
(3OO WesI G「and RIver Avenue, Sしl"e E,しansing〉
Ma刷れ9 AddIeSS: P.0. Box =lO4,しansin9.榔489OI

Phohe 517 484・2413

(Daもe)

(Name and Title)
(Organiあらもion)

(Address )

随:富雄書主正C櫨工GAⅣ S骨AでE 亨工Å重唱 C∞餌工NÅ富E SエSⅢⅢ
Deえr S直写

工袖競うtingもo request infomation∴re￨a七ing to the use of the mch‑
igan Coordina.七e Sys七en wi七hi̲n (your organization) and to so￨iciも

your∴aSSis七ance in a study I an耽king of a ne七ric nap projection for
the Sta七e of hichigan.

￨ have been∴a∴menber of the阻Cぬgan Society of Registered I急nd Sur‑
veyors since 197h and have been acもive on our "P￨ane Coordinat′e Com‑

mit,t,ee" since it was formed in 1975七o represen七M.S.R.L.S. on a s七udy

eo榔岨ttee organized by the Michigan Depart職en七of Transpor七ation to
Study the

"Benefiもs to the State of Michigan of a Sもa七ewide Coordinate

System.一一In August, 1978, r enrOl￨ed in the Gradua.七e Scho。1 of P11Z
University and plan to ob七ain a Mas七er‑s Degr

due

ee in Geodesy and Survey‑

ing in胎y, 1980. The s七udy工an doing on, maP PrOjec七ions for sta七e
Plane coordina七e sys七e加s is for ry Master‑s Degree thesis.

As y。u mさy be aware, the胎tio皿l Ge。det

is Survey (N.G.S.) is preparing

8∴readjusもmen七of the na七iona￨ geodetic c。ntrOl network to be knom as

the Nor七h American Da七un of 1983.皿en the adjustment, is compleもed, the
Plane coordina七es of the horizontaユcontroI point,S厄l￨ be published by

鵠7笠;ふ葦詳言請†謹e諾誤読霊詰嘉島。豊栄詳a名車

Wiu have to be reVised to aLCCOrmOdate the change, the scope of my

thesis inc￨udes∴a S七udy of those changes requiÌed t,O make the transi七ion

a.s efficien七￨y as possible and to propose a pr。jec七ion l'hich wi￨1 mee七

the needs of the use￨.S.
エt is rry goal to cont,aCt uSerS Of the Hchi雷an Coordinat,e Sys七e瓜, tO aSk
them '7hat features of the exis七ing sys七em have been obs七ac￨es to effectr

ive utiliza七ion of it, and to provide an opportunity for a￨1 corlCemed

tc express what they think should be included in a revision to t,he
肥chigan Coordinaもe Systen ￨aw・工have a￨ready c三rcu￨at

ed a ques七ion‑

naire to a.￨l nenbers of M.S.R.I,.S. and am∴now COnt,aC七ing various st患七e

agencies, uもility coxpanies, C○rPOrations, and related profession包￨s

who nay be active or potentiaユusers.
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rs i七possib工e tha七you, Or七hat someone in (your or号aniza七ion) is we￨￨

VerSed in the use of the e辻sting施chigan Coordinate Sys七em who厄gh七
adso be in七erested in whatever metric system is∴adop七ed?工f so) WOu￨d

you be厄l￨ing to describe in what way the mchigan C0Ordinate Systen
is being used and how its use my have benefi七ted you? Addi七ional￨y) ￨
WOu￨d like you to lis七any fea七ures of the exis七ing pr

Ojec七ions or of

the sta七u七e i七se￨f which have caused problems or have been an obstac￨e

七o your use of the hichigan Coord王mte System. Since the law will haLVe
七o be revIsed to accormodate the changeJ it cou￨d be an oppor

make ot

七uni七y to

her changes as wel￨.航at, Changes to the exis七ing mchigan Co‑

Ordinate tys七e観lawI WOutd be beneficial to your use of the tqchigan
Sta七e Plane coordinate Sys七em?
I know I have asked for infomation which may ta.ke some time to coxpileタ

but since your inpu七cou￨d have a∴Significant ixpac七on t

he ou七come of

my s七udy, r truSt yOu Will give my request serious consideration. ￨f

youl are wi11ing to helpI WOuld two weeks be sufficient七ine to compile
a de七ai￨ed reply?
Thank you for your in七erest, and considera七ion.

読最‰彰J
旗か1 F・訊けkh01der, ⅢS, PE

Chaiman, Plane Coordinat,e
Cormit七ee

ぬiling Address :

Ea富l F・ Burkh01der′紬S)田
Departnent of Civil Engineering
Purfue Universi七y

West Lafayette, Indiana b79O7
EFB/efb
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轍S富で河

1.

S輯既:圏記← c馳C富S

批・・ John P. Woodfo富dJ Director

Michigan Departnen七。f Tr包nspor七ation

2・ ∴皐を・鱒o骨aエせA・富亀腿er′ D土rec七°r
腹・chigaLn Depaf七ment of Natuml Resources

3・

Enviro勤entol Research lnstiもute of岨chigan
Am Arbor, 】撞,chigan

h.

Dr. William C. T軸心Or, Chaiman

Deparも鵬nt of Civil駁ngineering, mchigan State University

お

Dr.血でry附.富o調bau如, Cぬim劃
Department of ForestryJ mchigan State Universi七y

6・

D種.阻虹士a孤J.めと皿毎の, De劃
School of Na七ural輸sources, Uhiversity of粗chig亀n

7・

Pおofe$S°r最Obe種もHa櫨容o虹, Dire〇七°r

DepaLr七血enもof Civil mgineering′ Uhiversiもy of粗chig亀n

8・

陣o耗sso富で坤急n X. Da耽a,劇場i蘭紬
Department of Civil Engi耽aeringJ Wayne St&もe miver8ity

9.

Dr. Gorden T. Xme七er, Head

Deparbment of Civil掛gineeringJ mchigan Technologica￨取正Ⅴ●
1O. Professor Gene A・轍esterbergタHead
Fores七ry Department ,阻Qhigan TechnoIogical U臆̲VerSity

=.撤・・ぬmes B・ ShaneJ A工A′ Head
Constmction Depar七mentj Fends Sぬ七e un.versity

12・ P富ofes容or Jarl駐Oineタ櫨ead
Deparもment of GeograP±ry, Earth Science

and ConserⅤation

Norもhem Michig包n University

13・ Dr. W印調e斑.efer, Chaiman
Departmenもof Geogr包p車y

Central離しchigan University

l h.∴professor租wood mme七h, HeaLd
Dep鎚.t血合rb of Geogra車y, Eastem mchigan University
15・ Dr. Joseph Sto耽nan, Chairmn

Department of Geograp吋,鵬Stern姐chigan University

16・ Dr. John D.蝿ysもuen, Chaiman
Depar七men七of Geograp如y, Uhiversity.of姐chigan

乱

17.瞭o王esso種Robe富もD.釦ar七z, chai富耽餌
Depar七men七Of GeograPhy,鵬5me S七包te取立versity
「8. Dr. (ぬrアぬnson, chai劇場皿
DepaLr七mend of GeograP巾y

Michigan Sもa七e Universiもy

19. Mr. Loren Green, StaL七e Tre包suner

姐chigan Department of Treasury

2O. Mr. Pat血ck C. Babcock

Directo種

阻chigan Department of Irf劃oor

21.重批●.筒嘉Sぬ蘭ison, Co関心SSioner
Mic臆.gan Bureau of State I

22. Dr. Maurice S. Rei密en

Ottery

Director

Michigan Department of Pub￨ic轍ealth
23. 】収●. Dean M. Pridgeon

Directo種

阻chigan Departmen七of Agriculもure

2五〇

的?.斑chard貰.心拍もin, Secre七ary
惟̲Chigan Depar七menもof S七a七e

25. coIonel Gerald L. Hbugh

, Direc七or

阻chigan Department of S七ate Police
26. Mr・. William F. McI,aughlin, Director

Miohigan Depar七ment of Comerce

27●

臨. John T● Dexpsey, Director
阻Chigan Departnent of Social SerⅤices

28. Mr.瀬e￨七er Willi測s, Engineer of Surveys
Ci七y of De七r°i七
29. Mr. Don Wimingham, C包r七ographic mit

De七roi七旗吐SOn Co叩)any
3O●

Mr. Wa5me Pot七er, Civil Engineering Department

c°nS調erS P°骨er C側阻報Ⅳ
31. Abrams Aerial Survey Co坤°ra七ion

轟msing, l姐Chigan

32.軸.chigan Society of P1a]鵬血ng Offici包ls
Detroiも,阻chigan

らち

SU珊阻欝で0薗東圏S∞騎馬S職C朋S弧職AG題的C工田S

耽r. John P. Woodford, Director

〇〇七〇berてら19了夕

Michigan Depar七ment of Transporbation (MDor)
Response by:

Nove証ber 7

舶r. Doug Hoo七hJ Survey Supervi・Sing Engineer

1979

Signed byi Mr● Woodford

When exis慣ng monunen七ation is∴Sufficiently available the Design
Division of the MDOT uses the MSPcS as∴a da七a base for plan devel‑

O叩en七of proposed ixprovenents to e虹s慣ng and praposed tmck
lines.工f Second Order mo関mentation is not available, the design
is based on "Project Dabum" coordinates.抽?● Hooth states

either case

I章エn

the coordinate datum sys七em established chming七he

design s調rⅤey phase is七he system used in subseqpent phases of

highw色y develqpmenもsuch as∴Serial mapping, COnSt皿Ctio種alig聞記nt

COⅢputations

瓦ght of way line ￨ocaもions and mommenねもion

and

consもmc七ion layout容urvey. 11

耽晦R勘閲&1so uses七he班5PCS in七heir county mapping programJ
enviromentol s七udies da七a filing aLnd land use filing syste孤s. ‑/

工n addition

もhe la血d use info剛胆tion for the Gmeat重患kes Coas七al

Areas is provi.dedもo the班榔鳴by七he MDor using七he隠PCS based
On the U.S.G.S. quad system●

耽肥榔)Or has ma,de significan七c○劇的をtmenもs in the use of the MSPcS
and sl坤POrtS uSe Of the I細めer七Confom合l Projection as desig陣ed

by Professorぬ車h M● Berry for the reasons given a七もhe time the
presen七1柳was passed in 196h. Mr. Hooth sta七es, '一Any proposed
changes in use of map projections f°種もhe state should be care‑

如hly reviewed to detem血ne whe七her substantial benefits癌lユ
おe8職工も.請

As a cIosing coment言腹

. Hooth points ou七tha七the existing mch‑

igan Coo種dinate卸stem ActぬiledもO Provide f¥mding for densifi‑
cation of survey controI or to establish an au七hority wiもhin am

e粗Sting s七ate departmen七for地at puxpose・

腿r.鱒O鴨,rd A. T寄rmer

Direcもor

O〇七Ober 15, 19了9

阻chigan Depar七men七of Natur亀l Resources
Al七hough several telephone disc櫨SSions were held with耽r. Ron租d

鵬bster

nO fo劃阻1 response has been received as of阻rch l , 198O・
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随r. De亀n M. Pridgeon, Director

蜘○Ve孤ber 12, 「タ79

推しchigan Depar七ment of Agrioultr℃

Response by:

M±. Dean P血dgeon

Birector

Ⅳ°Venber 26, 「979

At present time no one in depar七ment is using the MSPcS.工f a
need arises

Mr●

Loren Green

aSSist包nce融ユ1 be obtained from the H)or.

State Treas櫨rer

対○Ve耽ber 12, 1979

Mi‑chigan Depart孤enもof Treasury

Response by:

Ja肌導7 28

地、● Richard IIO孤aX,施L腿ger

1980

plat Sec七ion

The Treasury耽paLrtment does not cumeutly utilize七he l鰐PCS
a￨冊ough a number of Divisions c○u￨d use i七for sutdivisions
1and parceling' Chec粗ng exemptions' aLnd tax maps and bound輸
a夢ies.

耽晦b包sic proble耽is a lack of如nding to suppor七a cen七ra￨
ma押ing agency simi￨ar to the one in軸,SSOuri or Arkansa.s.

Mr. Pa,trick C. Babcock, I)i種ect°種

討○Ve血ber 12, 1979

姐c蘭書gan Departmen七of I亀bor

Response by:∴∴∴Mz.. Bin B. Moyer
December =
て979

Acting Director

The重患bor I)epartmen七has no七uti￨ized七he蝦PCS as we are un‑
a腿re of any function wi軸迫n七he deparbmen七which woutd benefit
from using七he sys七e孤.

㍍富●

由嘉S貰a耽ison, Co耽れis容士oner

恥Ve鳳beお12, 197夕

阻chigan Bur.eau of S七aもe IIO七もery

Response by:∴∴∴腹●● Ir剃renCe R. Ct細rbis,ぬ壷e七ing Mamage種
的○Veねber 26, 1979

耽記distribubio租of ￨ottery七ickets is handled帆roughもhe bank
Courier sys七em・駈ming ticket infor鳩tion is coded ty coundy
and city and stoI.ed in our c○孤puters. This procedure has proven

七o be qui七e efficien七for us.

Dr.軸urice S. aeizen

Director

Michigan I)epar七men七of Pub￨ic髄氾1th

No response received as of晩rchら1980.

Ⅳ○Ve孤beお12, 1979
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地場e隠ch靴も轍. Aus七士n, SecreもaⅣ

Ⅳ○Vember 12, 1979

粗c虹gan Dep紺も職en七〇でSもa七e
Response by:

December 3

Mr. I,eRoy Bamett

Reference Archivist

1979

None of七he divisions wi七拉n七he Deparbnen七of Sもa七e激.e usingもhe
MSPCS・ ￨nぬctj acCOrding to conねcもS Within sねte gove￨

n孤entJもhe

O血y Departnen七s using七he隅PCS are七he腿OT and七he MD直隠.

Co￨onel Gerald L. Hough

Directoお

〇〇七〇be種てら1979

阻chigan Depar七men七of S七ate Police

耗SpOnSe b調子∴∴∴馳・●租cha種d A. Gro(坤,動Ⅲ間鴨馳珊
Dece孤ber 5, 1979

Ae性ng Comanding Officer
圏xec録も王ve卿ivis王on

We do not use the MSPCSJ but we have developed助e Michigan Acciden七

I,∞a慣on ￨ndex (弧鵬) which is∴a COunty based system utilizing high農
Way in七ersections andもheir comecting roads as∴a∴neanS Of locaL七ing
七重a王でic

亀○○iden七容.

Mr. Wi￨1iam F. iぬぬug皿in

Direc七or

恥Ve調ber 12, 1夕7夕

阻Chigan Deparもment of Comerce
Response ty:

Dece心ber h, 1979

Mr.. Wa5me I,. Wo壷man, Direc七or

O鯖ice of Economic bevelopmerfe

珊re蝦PCS is no七used by the腿OC. HoweverJ We are in七eresもed in
POSSible允もure applica七ion容.

蛭・ John T. Dexpsey} Direc七Or

Ⅳove血be義12, 1夕79

阻c鵬。g亀n Depar七men七Of Social Serl比ces
Response by:

Mr・ Jo血T. DenlPSeyj Direc七or

December 7, 19了9

We do noもuse the MSPCS because it is orien七ed p出勤rily to鵬r也s
Iend Surveying and descriptions and does not appea]r七o o雌e種the
七ype of infom掛もion we need for socia1 services. However' the
POten七ial of using al Sta七eWide data b尋se for plaming and manage‑
棚en七ac七ivities involving loca,tion of events and dbjec七s does offer

i血riguing possibili七ies. Please keep us infomed of develpp賊血s

土n七姐蜜

亀re寄.
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Oc七°berてら1979

職r.ぬ舶S B.掛ane, A弘, Head
consもruction Depa￨.血ent, Fe贈is Sもate Col￨ege

Response byi ProfessorくJ6購O耽o描・Ckj DirecもOr
October 2ho 1979

Sllrveying Program

A two page reply was suma血Zed by Professor磁.ck as followsi
ll富he current Lr同er七Conic Conformaユ駐●Ojection as designed ty
Professor Ralph M. Berry offers ma呼.七ailored features融ich pro一
Vide for conve血ent coordina七e use by surveyors and enginee要●S.

A revision of this coordinate system shoul.d oonsider seriously
七he altemate advamぬges.阻Chigan experienced a new c∞r地nate

sysもe孤adop慣on in 1 965 (T抱nsverse Me耽ator to漉蘭bert Conic)
W姐ch is con細sing七o mamy u容erS tOday. IぬPPing and civil en‑

gineering projec七s initiaもed p屯or七o 1965 have these older co‑

0重もi蹴,teS融ch frustmte users f包鵬il紺only血もh the presen七
I励めe重もcoordinates.工n七rod職cing a助ird sys七em wo血d co劃POund
an aLlreaく籾delicate situ亀tion. Conversion七o七he metric values
Of X and r coordinates m禽y alterl SOme Of the intrinsic adv轡ntaLgeS

to the presenもSyStem
Size

but this does not change七he basic zone'

and orienta七ion or七he uSe Of七he Miohigan $pheroid.

Professor

Gene

A.旗鵜terberg,

I)epartment of Forestry

Head

October

15,

1

979

Michigan TechnoIogical U血versity

Response申y :∴∴∴∴PI.Ofessor Charles E● Hein

〇〇七〇berう0, 1979
珊e I亀nd S調veying program here is s七ill in its infancy so the

噛PcS is not presentエアbeing used.

Dr.阻hian

C.

Taylor,

Depar七ment of Civi￨政1ginee義士ng
Response by:

Chaiman

Oc七ober

15,

1979

姐chig合n Sねte耽Liversity

Professor工虐O V. Noths七ine

申eb重uaⅣ 7, 1夕80
We would like to have sおもe plane ooordinates of visible points
aⅥ瓦lable so students in the second surveying course co血d do a

叫emote poin七coordina七e de七e軸心nationIl using their om obser‑

Vations. Mr. Nothstine also sta七es

I甲m on a comittee that has

the objective to get all the secもion comers in ￨nghan Coun七y re‑

corded wiL七h ties and hope餌ユy coordina.tes. This is∴a C聯A pro‑

gra孤. ￨ doub七if七he coor(姐腿もes sha11 be finally ob七ained

bu七

co血d h種ve been readiユy if our. s七亀もe P1ane sysもen was adequately
av色il包ble. i章

6夕

Dr. IふrTy W. Tcrねaugh

Oc七〇beごても1979

Chairman

Departren七of Forestry

Michigan Sもa七e Uhiversity

戴きponse吋s D種●富o重めaugh
〇〇七〇beお29, 1979
咽e do no七mke enough use of the f旺chigan Coordinate Sys七em. .
. .七o be of help in your survey.II

Dr●討iu土合m J● Jo血son,勘ea櫨

October 15

1979

Schoo￨ of Ha七脚al Pesources, Ur正VerSi「吋of阻chig包n
Response申yr?∴∴∴∴PI.Ofesso種Charles E. OIsen

Jr.

December lL, 1979
The Michigan Coordina七e Sys七em is not being used oumeutly.

However

the UTM grid is used aLS a base fo章￨弧d use napping.

Since the Sta七e of姐chiganぬ￨1s into severai UTM zones

a∴me七ric

COOrdinate sys七em wi七h no seams or boundaries wou],d be beneficial.

Oc七°berてら1タ79

Professor Robert睡mson, Directo種
Department of Civil Engineering
Response by :

U臆。VerSity of Michigan

Professor班mson

Ⅳ○Ve重症梅r 7, 「夕7夕

鵬e Universi七y of姐chigam nO Ionger o鯖ers耽e Geodesy progr紬
and does noもhave aぬcu].ty member who could contribute七o a metric
PrOjection system projec七●

Profess°r

Tapan

K.

Da耽a,

Depart調のn七of Civil Engineering

Chaiman

No response received as of脇rch l

Dr.

Gorden

October.

15,

1979

Wtryne Sねもe U癒,VerSity

T●離職e七er,

198O.

Head

Ocbober

15

1979

Department of Civil Engineering,随Chigan TechnoIogic包l University
Response by:

Oc七ober 26

0. D●

Boutilier

1 979 ∴ Administrative Assistant

No one in the Depar七孤en七of Civil Enginee重義鳴has been invol■ved
Withもhe l旺chigan Goordinate Sys七em. Con七act the Departmenもof
Forestry and/or Mr. Co￨1ins in the Deprもmen七Of Civil TechnoIogy.

Dr. Wa.裏me Kiefer

Oc七〇berてら197夕

Chairman

Depar七men七of Geogr包phy

Cen七輪l阻chigan U血versi七y

No response received as of脆rch L 1980.
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Oc七ober 15

Professor重弧冊○○d班ur七h,旗氾d

1979

Departmen七of Geography′ Eas七em Mic姐gan Uhiversity
Response by:

Dr. I創rence Ogden′ Professor of GeoIogy

ぬ肌aⅣ 2ら1夕80
We have no use for七he MS ngS

have had no experience wiもh i七夕and

feel there is no input we can provide七o your' S七udy of it・

Professor Jarl Roine

Oc七〇beおてら197タ

Head

Depar七ment of Geography, Earth Science

and OonserⅤation

Nor七hern軸̲chigan U追versi七y
Response by:

Professor J・ Pa七血ck Famel￨

Ja肌a富y 2ら「夕80
鵬e staLte Plane coordina七es are tau紅もin a course called
Readingj Anadysis∴amd工n七erpreta七ion.1I

明渡やs :

工もis i呼orもant for students

to understand and七o be ab￨e bo use the n関bers appearing on the

tくやOgraphical舶PS. We have approxi鳩もe吋15O students exposed to
the state plane coordinaもe system each year.

Another use of the MSPCS is in the area of Planning and coxpu七er

digi七ized location of featres within a given politica￨ jurisdiction.
There are advan七ages to using the met血c system, but it wi￨1 be un‑
forもu脇もe if the present system of eastings and nor七hings in fee七

is abolished.

Dr. Joseph Stdltman

Chairman

Oc七〇be章てら1夕79

Departmen七of Geograp書評タWestem阻chigan Uhiversity
Response by:

Professor Thc鵬.s W. Hodler

〇〇七〇ber 29, 1夕7タ
We use七he MSPCS as wel￨ as the UTM sysもem as an instmctional aide

霊等誌琵蒜。c誓誌f需霊豊盤士誌。諾。蒜言霊誓er￣
エalso use the system for Geocoding various point amd area data

into a co珊Pute虫鵜d fomat. (ぬe exaxple is inven七Orying utility
po￨es∴and hardware for a sm祖l utilまty company inエndi亀na・
工もwould be convenient to have one ne七±.ic system cove血ng the

co叱正主軸o調合互8 s七包七es.

Professor Robert D. Swartz

I)epartI晦nt Of Geograptry

Chairman

Wayrne State批正‑Versi七y

No response received as of March L 198O.

〇〇七〇berてら19了9
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Dr. Jorm D. f吋s七uen, Chaiman

〇〇七〇berてら1夕7夕

I)epartment of Geograptryj Universi七y of阻C瞭"gan

Response by;

Dr. John D.呼sか鳩n

鵬叩2ll, 1980
We have used the MSPCS in geographical research associated wi h the
Sねもe of阻chigan. The principal use h包s beenもO exploy the s軸tem
as x & T coordinateさin a co呼u七er data base w血ere geographica￨
1oca慣ons∴and relative posiもions were ixport亀nt in the an叫y

Sis.

耽晦exis七ing system is∴adeq脇te for the accuracies required in this

七押e of woお龍・

D夢. G包ry ㍍尋n容on, Cぬi蘭的an

Depa競ien七°f Geography

欝espons合by:

〇〇七〇めても1979

脆"chigan Sta七e Universi七y

Profes容or (ぬⅣ陥狐son

No one in our deparもmen七is an experb wi七h the rs耽S. We do a lo七
Of thema七ic mappingJ but geodesy is noもOne Of our aLctivities.

拙獅O罫騰PO書幅投手即納随馳駆かP最O駆SS工の阻鯵

曲直. W租ter Winiams
Ciもy of De七質oi七

Engineer of Surveys

〇〇七〇be種22, 1夕79

No response received as of随rch l, 198O.

虹● Don同i聞直調合地肌● ca丸og種a申姐c U血も

Oc七〇t記章22タ1979

Detroit Edison C創P劃y
N° reSPOnSe reOeived as of R紅ch l, 1980.

Abmms Aerial S耽vey

Ja肌合富y 18, 1980

工掛れSing,艶しc肘g鑓ぬ

No response received as of腺reh it 1980・

困nviro蘭iemtal Research ￨nsti七u七e of睨.chigan

Am Arobr,阻chigan

No response received as of Mおchら198O.

Oc七〇ber 「もて夕79
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ね肌色重yう0, 1タ80

Michigan Society of Pl合m血ng Officials
De七roit., Michigan

護憲舞上98。 Mr. Temy I

. Jemen$ Ekeoutive 。irecもor

The阻chigan Society of P￨aming Officials has∴nOt addressed the
issue of use of職場]姐chigan Sもaもe Plane CoordinaLte System and has

no policy on c調ren七or fuもure use●

Sinceもhe sophisもica七ion of

￨∞al plaming opemもions varies greatこけ, i七閲y be nore use角帽L for
you to contac七the U.S. Bureau of七he Censu容for the names of l姐ch̲
igaLn Pl包n血ng agencies utch uti￨i密e the Duplicate工ndependent Ma'P‑

Pin畠E耽oding (班ME) File. Users of this sys七em wi￨1 be affecもed
by changes in the姐chigan Sta七e Plane Coordina心e System.

I)r. W靭me I). Potter

S『perⅤisory Civil Engineer

Oc七°ber 22, 1夕7夕

con容耽eおs Powe種Co喝a鵬汀
Response by:

Mr. Wayne D. Pot七er

November 13, 1979
Our use of the l鰐PCS has been limited due to little need for it and

c血e tO七he scarcity of contro￨ monunents w虹ch孤akes it difficu工も

and ti孤e‑COnS耽ing to useもhe sys七em.鱒O鵬VerJ We have used七he
System on SeVeral power planもsi七es劃d on several trans血SSion

lines.工n sone cases七he MSPCS is re卿楓red on pe捌瞳‑t鈍P￨ications
and in o七her cases七he conbrol monuments are aVailab￨e in the area

O王達nもe重やS七〇

7う

APP圏㍍D工Ⅹ

c

The Michigan Sca￨e駅actor

A Technica]○ Paper Presen七ed a七

The hO七h An肌包￨ Mee七ing of
The A孤erican Congress On S脚veying & MaLPPing

欝eld a七

S七・も0uis,姐SSOuri,ぬrch l○○てら「夕80

画
題ar工F・畝1出h01derク斑鳥′腿

Departmen七of Civil政事ginee轟̲ng

Pur心地Un士versi七y

Wes七ぬf包ye七もe,工ndiana h79O7

弛

THB MエCH聾GAN SCALB∴RAcでOR

Earl F. Burkho￨der, RLS, PE
Pu書直u㊥ Un土vers iもy

Department of Civ±￨

Eng±neering

尊e亀セし包faye七七〇,工nd士ana生7907
B運OGRAPHエcAL SKRTcH
Ea事l F. Bur̀kho￨der i.s curt.ent￨y enro￨￨ed in the Gradua七e

Schoo￨
of∴Purdue Unive支●Sity∴whe±.e he p￨ans to ob七ain a
M凄ster‑s Degree in Geodesy & Sur¥「eying
±n∴May, 198O.
H〇、

gradua七ed
"cum
￨audeil from the Universi七y of∴Michigan in
1973
with a Bachl°r Of Science Degree in Civil Engineering◆

From 1973

セO 1978

he worked for an intemat±onal consult置

ing firm, Commonwea￨th A33OciatQS
工nc. of Jackson, Mich‑
igan.
Ho hasi been regis七ered as a Land Surveyor in Mich‑
igam, NewI York
Minnesota, North Dakota, and Nebraska and
is registered a3
a Professiom￨
Engineer in Michigan.
He
is
a member of the AⅢerican Congress on Surveying and Map‑
Ping., the A血erican Society of Civi￨
Engineきrs,セhe Amer‑
ic急n Society of Photogranmetry, and the Michigan Society
Of Regisもered Land Surveyors.

ABSで鼠▲cで
The Michigan CoordinatLe! Syste皿, which utilize3

erセ

Conlc Conforma￨

threき
Lanb‑
ProJect五ons, WaS∴formal￨y adopted by

the Michigan Legislature in 1964.
The project±ons are
based on the Clarke Spheroid of 1866, mOdified
七o p￨ace the
種●ference surface at an elevat五〇n of approximately
8OO feeセ
above sea level.
This was done
±n an effo±.t∴to e￨imina七e
the need for∴the sea level reduc七±on on mo3t∴surveys∴since
mos七
of the land surfacつ∴±n∴Michigan is not far∴from the
8OO foot o￨ev尋tゴjon.
rmen the sea
￨eve￨
rtduction is elim‑
inated

ZOnta￨

the gz.id distance beclOmeS the product of the hori‑

ground distance and the sca￨e fac*or.

However' if
One OOmPu七eS the∴Sca￨e fac七or∴for a poin七in∴Michigan ac‑
cording七o the fomu￨a foundエn C&GS Pub￨ica七ion 62‑4,
"Sta七〇
Plane Coordinates by Automatic Da七a Proces3ingI一, Or
if one uses a calculator o章

a computer∴PrOgram調ed to use
the same fo調ula, the: reSu￨セi3
nO七tt￨e Sane aS is∴found
in the ilPlane Coordinate∴Projec・t±on∴Table9"∴for the Sta七e
Of∴Michigan.
The pub￨ished formu￨a∴gives a scale fac七Or
which is IVa￨id on the sea
￨evel reference surface wh王￨e the
Michig種n projec七五on tables give
七he correct sca￨e factor
for the reference surface at the
8OO foot∴e￨evation.
The
formu￨a can be easily modified to give the correc七
sca￨e

fac七or; however, eithe重◆∴Sca￨e fac七Or∴Will work if∴used

CO孤junc七ion with the proper sea levei factor.

±n
A simi￨ar

PrOblem is encouutereLd in∴七he Michigan IJanbert zones∴when

蒜笥薯七宝‡霊宝言霊霊。嵩g霊1言u豊謹。霊宝￣也
State Plane c0Ordinates as given by Professor∴Raユph∴Moore

Be蜜・ry in 1972.
Again, COrreCt determina七±on of∴the Mich‑
igan. scale fac七or is assured by using the correct cons七ants

in the pub￨ished fomu￨as.

了タ

DEF工N工で工ONS
Sea

￨evel fac*or

‑

tha七∴factol̀

by Which a short horizon七a￨

ground distance is
皿u￨tip￨ied to detez.mine the cor一
重℃SPOnding distance on a reference suz̀face.
工n
七his
PaPet̀

tWO neference surfaces are considered, the sur‑

face of the Clarke Spheroid of 1866
and the Michigan
Spheroid.
The difference between them is approx‑
imate￨y
8OO feet in e￨evation.

Sca￨ e。霊誓r霊等9窪霊d?yi書誌三。#許諾ed霧。三m霊er￣
the corresponding dis七ance on

七he projec七ion surface.

Grid factor
‑
the product of the sea level fac七Or and
七he
SCa￨e factor.
The grid factor is constan七∴for a
given spheroid, ZOne, e￨evation and

These definitions are intended

￨ocation.

七O be consistent with,

a￨though not as. inclusive as, the definitions∴for the same
七erms as∴found in

mDefinitions of Surveying and Associated

Te血合当[7].
工肘でRODUCT工ON
The geo調etry Of

七he dis七ance t.eduction for both

level reference surface and the

ence surface is s血own in Figut

七he sea

8OO foot e￨eva七ion refer̲

e鯛

where the horizontal

ground distance, Dl, is reduced to D2 and 。圭by;

Refe雷ence su章でa○○

Of Clarke Spheroid
ef 1866

NOでE

̲

The grid distance, D3,
is not a geome七rica￨

…葦請書‡三三七誓一
Puted u9ing the con‑
3七ra土n七

〇で

○○nf°義m‑

ali七y.

Figure N●. CI Dis七ance Reduction fr〇回Gr●und t●

Grid
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D2=D「

*Re/(Re

+h)

D2=Dl * (Re +80O)/(Re+h).
The reduction of

七he distance on the reference surfa.ce to

i七S COrreSPOnding grid distance

D3

On the projec七ion

Surface is given by;

D3=D2★SFs

=D声sF。

Where・

(3)

Dl =∴the horizonta￨ ground distance between the
plumb ￨ines at points IIAII and

一章Bll.

D2 =早e horizon七a￨ ground distance reduced to
the surface of∴the Clarke Spheroid of 1866
臆̲

the hol.izonta￨

̲

‑̲..

̲

′、

.

●

●

.、

.● ("1 /

/

ground distance reduced to

Michigan Spheroid.
R∴∴雪
the radius of curva七ure of∴七he spheroid at
e a given lati七udel Of七en七akeIl tO be

h

=

2O,906,OOO feet, but see equat±ons (10)&(13)
the beight of the horizonta￨
ground dis七ance

above the Clat.ke Spheroid of 1866.

誌s

the grid distance on
七he projection sur̀faee.
the s∞1e fac七or for a point on
七he sea

leve￨
refe吋ence Su軍face, Clarkels Spheroid.
SFe = the sca￨e fa〇七or∴for a point on the e￨ev‑

ated reference surface, the Mich. Spheroid.

霊等霊詩織請詫言言霊。霊七霊言でu書誌葦w‡。三〇・
b =
80O fee七.
The distance on the reference surface is
either
1onge=. O重・一Shorter than the corresponding horizonta￨
ground dis七ance depending on whe七her∴七he ground elevation
is be￨ow or∴above the reference surface.

Substituting equations (1) and (2) in七o equation (3) givesi

D3=。,*(葦)*SFs=D仁(詳)xsFe (り
from which the grid factor is de七emined by;

茸=(奉呈)凋s雪(塁)凋e
and the ratio of

SFs/SFe

(う)

七he scale factors is given by;

= (R。 + 800)/R。.

(6)

諾計器書誌祭器h宝器繋霊三千
SF合

= 1.〇〇〇〇う820曽SF。.

(7)

1●三豊謹詰窪七業霊蒜講義葦

The pul̀POSe Of this paper is∴t‑O:

the projection tab￨es by a factor of l.OOOO382O.

了手￣

2・ analyze七he reason fo[̀七he disc].ePanCy.

3. demons七rate propeT. uSe Of∴the Michigan sca￨e facto±̀.

4. show hoTh「‑Sca￨e factors in Michigan can be computed

蒜豊yg霊#霊r苦闘OOrdina七es using the
The surface of the Earth is approximated by ro七a七ing am el‑

￨ipse abou七its minor axis. The el￨ipse sho、億in F
igure C2
rePreSen七s a meridian∴SeCtion of∴the Barth. The size and
Shape of the Michigan Spheroid az、e specified by the ￨ength
Of∴the semi‑major axis●

a = 2Oタ926●631●う30789 American Sur̲

詳g誓言轟†:蒜n霊詫言で雪aO霊…7。書誌詫8i畠
SPecified by i七S lati七ude

g, Or by its co‑1ati七ude, P =

9OO‑〆・ Other quantities which are derived f=̀om these are弓
bl

=∴∴the semi‑minor axis of∴七he ellipse.

M

=

七he radius of curvatu=.e in the meridian sect王on.

N

=

the radius of curvature in the prime ver七icall

PerPendicu￨ar to the meridian sec七ion.

Re雪∴∴the geome七rica￨ mean radius of curva七ure for the

Surface of the spheroid at a given ￨atitude.
㌔=
M

=

N

雪

a2そ(1一。2)
a青(1 ‑e2)/(1‑e2si丸2〆)う/2

a/(1置e2sin2ク)壬

只。= (蹄N)∑

F

(a当1‑e2)壬)/(1‑e2 3王n2の(10)

igure No. C2 E￨ements in the Meridian Sec七ion Ellipse
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The Nor七h American Datum of 1927 (NAD 1927) is the nation̲
a￨

reference for∴the horizon七a工。cOntrOl network which de‑

fines the coordina七es used in the sta七e p￨ane coordinate

SyStemS.
The NAD 1927 is, in tum, COmPuted on the Clarke
Spheroid of 1866. However● in an effort to simp￨ify com‑
Pu七ations by e￨iminating the need for∴七he sea
￨eve￨
r.educt̲
ion on most∴surveys, the three Michigan Lamber七projec七ions
Were defined on a‑SPheroid having a refe竃・enCe Surface ap‑

PrOXima七e￨y 8OO feet above the surface of∴七he C￨arke Sphe一

誌rO言霊笠.豊￨業。a謀議db号,mT器器g葦。葦二d
ho￨ding the eccentl.icity uncha.nged [9] [1O].

Table CI shows a compaz̀ison of∴the el￨ipsoida￨ parame七e±l

S

詰。請嵩。誓言諾rt霊 一誌。f#。豊La:。=. ce嘉霊r‑
the values are

￨isted for both spheroids∴to show the diff‑

erence, the va￨ues of the Michigan Spheroid shou￨d be used
in ±圭S七ate p￨ane coordinate computations in Michigan.

mBI

B CI coMPA開SON OF SPH塵ROエDS (Part l )

Cla章史〇・ 1866∴∴
a

20,92うタ8う2・16‑

頓cbi曾an

ぬtlo Dlfferonqe臆

20タ9261631・男‑ 1・〇〇〇〇う820

7".う7・

‡ 0磐露盤字・ ○諾う端整手工:器畿3 7タ6.66・
So葦Z笥夕2紡1揮う嘉磐嘉2十.。。。。つ82。 7タラ.17‑
Central Zone, g。 = 44O 56‑
3く買092428
Re 20タ92おう71・01. 20タ夕26タつ7〇・37
1●〇〇〇〇つ820

799.う6′

Ⅳ。葦Z笥夕2彊夕署17語‡端嘉6・ 「.。。。。う82。 7タダ母
ANALYS工S OF SCALB FAcTOR FORMURA
The fomu￨a for the sca￨e factor∴in a Lambert∴Zone as given

by Claire i調IISta七e P￨ane Coordina七es by Automatic Data

Processing.' (page 4 of [5]) is;

k = L6そR血2霊:8諾7篭〇㌔n2の壬

聞聞

which can be resta七ed as;

L6

青只Ⅲ曽

(1 ‑ e2 ★ 3王n2ク)壬
Wbere

(12)

L霊詩誌曇葦窪詰謙れ嵩h
R血雪七he map radius of a given paral￨el. This va￨ue
is∴tabula.ted for each minu七e of ￨a七itude in the

g2 ;霧謹書霊。藍。 。。。。nt.i。i七, 。f
a

both spheroids●
Clarke 1866 and Michigan.
= 2O
925,832・16 feet, the semi‑major axis of∴the

Clarke Spheroid of 1866.

7夕

when七he va￨ue of

一a,一

of∴the C￨arke Spheroid of 1866 is

used in equa.tion (12) ins七ead of the value of l'à'
Michigan Spheroidl an err

Since

七he ra七io of

oneOuS SCale fa.ctor

七he two va￨ues of

'Ia一一is l.OOOO382,七he

resu￨七ing sca￨e factors a.re of∴the same

rec七

for the

is ob七ained.

=̀a七io.

The cor‑

SCa￨e fac七Or is app￨icable to the reference surface

霊も宝器器。詰書誌1書写d請:eS。塁塁霊請主語￣
erroneous va￨ue of the sca￨e fa.c七or is app￨icab￨e to the
sea leve￨

reference surface.

CHOOSエNG THE SEA LBVEL F
The sea leve￨

ACTOR

factor is de七er̀mined from the e￨eva七ion of

a poin七
and the radius of curvature of∴七he spheroid at
the same point.
As mentioned ear￨ier∴the va￨ue of Re is

霊霊i字詰露盤書誌器嘉u…葦
誇R霊OE。:he entire s七a七e is ob七ained by so￨ving equa七ion
Re

=

8○○/(1・〇〇〇〇う82‑1)雪

2〇・942・めO fee七(1う)

The va￨ues of∴Re at the centra￨ para￨1e￨

of each of the

three Michigan zones are listed in∴Tab￨e l.

These va￨ues

Of Re cou￨d a￨so be used.
The grid fac七Or is defined as the pl̀Oduc七
factor and the sea

￨evel fac七or, bu七

Of the sca￨e

Since the gr

fac七Oでis a￨so the ratio of the g±'id dis七ance to

id
七he

ground dis七anceタi七remains cons七an七
for a given ￨ocat‑
ion and e￨evation.
Thus, it is a mat七er of choice

whe七her one uses the correct scale factor at the

eleva七ion wi七h the eleva七ed sea

800

foot

￨eve1 fa〇七Or, SLFe,

sLF。雪害霊雪2謹話3〇十。

(1互)

or if one uses the erroneous∴Sca￨e factor∴aS COmPu七ed by

七he formu￨a in fublica七±on

62‑4 with the conven七ional sea

￨evel factor) SLFs●

SLFs

=

Re

舌下正

雪

20,942,互○○

20,夕2,〇〇十h.

田圃

Note tha七equation (14) reduces the horizontal ground
distance t。 the
8OO foo七
elevation a.nd that equa.tion (15)
reduces∴the horizonta￨
ground dis七ance to sea. 1evel.
Thus'
When the ground e￨evati。n is accep七ably near∴七he
8OO foo七elevation, equa七ion (14) becomes uni七y and七heも

grid fac七Or equals the correct∴sca￨e factor.

80

BXAMPLB OF GR工D FACTOR COMPUTAT工ON
The fo￨1owing is an exa調ple of de七emining七he grid factor
in Michiga.n a七a la七itude of 45O and a七an elevation of
12OO feet‑ a.bove mean Sea ￨eve￨. The sca￨e factor∴fomula

given in mb￨ication 62‑4 and resta七ed in equation (12) is;

重6曽R血青く1

a∴労
一 ‑

L6 =

page 7 of [1d
page 2〇 °で[1d

0.○○67686う7997

Table l

20,926,631.う3 (Michigan)

Table 「

二

20,タ81,0釣.夕2う

a

a

O.7O64o7巾OO (centェud zone)

=

e2

c°3ク

二

㌔n

‑ e2∴★ si皿2の1/2

=

2O,925,832.16 (Clarke, 1866)

Table l

Using七he Mic轟igaJI Spheroid value of I‑a請, k is;

也型壁土]pO ) ( 2098零墨諜二葦‡鵠誓蛙址
k =葦霧;書籍霊=。・99991つ196る(○○でre〇七)・ (16)
Using七he Clacke Spheroid of 1866 va￨ue of lla)l, k is;

血些叫○○ ‑ ( 2098零墨諜署讐聾7亜
k =葦嘉霧霊= O・9999513933 (erroneous).(17)
The 。1。Va七。d sea leve￨ factor by equation (14) is;

sLF。=輩雪認諾雪〇・9999809011 (18)
and th。 。。櫨V。nti。na￨ sea ￨eve￨ factor by equation (15) is;

Re

sしFs=孝吉雪器薫諾雪〇・9999心270うう(19)
The grid factorタ

being the produc七Of∴the sca￨e factor an。

the approp富iate sea ￨evel fac七or
C.an be obtained by using
ei七heri Scale factor. The c.o調ect sca￨e factor at∴the 8OO

foot reference surface (16) times the e￨evated sea leve￨
fac七°で(18)王s;

GF∴雪(0.夕9991う19∽)(0.99タ9809011) = 〇・夕タ9894099勾(20)
and the erroneouS Sca￨e factor (17) ti血eS
sea leve￨
factor is;

七he conventiona￨

GF = (0.9999う139うう)(0.999夕彊70うう) = 〇・夕9タ89的99互(21)
Al七hough七he same grid factor was obtained separately using
both scale fac七OrS● i七Wi￨￨ be shown in the next seCtion
七hat∴there is only one llcorrect‑1 scale fac七or.

mended tha七七he correc七

工七is reco血‑

scale factor be used in a￨￨

cases。
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FURTHBR ANALYS工S OF THE SCALE FACTOR∴FORMULA
The ana￨ysis of the sca￨e faotor formula is not comp￨e七e
until each

七erm in the equa七ion is exarnined and until i七is

assured that a￨1 spheroidal differences have been

七aken

言霊。器葦で詫言七諾誓1請七j請〈 1…霊驚喜。窪三㌔

L6重1:n(霊:岩書芸岩)・融e (2之)
Ns

=

the radius of curva七ure in

七he prime vertica￨

at

the sou七h standard para￨￨e￨.
Nn

=

the radius of curvature in the prime vertica￨

a七

七he nor七h standard par̀a￨1e￨.

Ps

=

Pn =
Zs

the cola七itude of∴the south s七andard para￨1el●
the co￨ati七ude of七he nor

=∴the oonfot.ma￨

th s七andard para￨1el●

co￨atitude of

七he south standard

parallel.
Zn

=

the confoma￨

colatitude of

七he north s七andar

d

parallel.
The conforma￨

co￨a七i七ude which a.ppears in the denomina七or

Of equation (22) is derived by Thomas (page 87 of
七an(Z/2)三
When

七an(P/2) ★

巨

ロオ) as;

司e/2・ (2う)

七he eccen七=̀ici七yl eタis held cons七ant the conforma￨

CO￨ati七ude is independent of the semi‑major axis, a, Of the
SPheroid。

Conside[.ing七he nunerator of equa七ion (22) and recal￨ing

f義°血equa七五°n (9)七ha七,

Ni∴雪

a/(1 ‑ e之曽与in2の1/2

(2専)

七he nunera七Or Of equa七ion (22) becomes;

a曽∴sin Pn

(1 ‑ e2嶋sin2如)1

2

「

(1 ‑e2x s王n2クn)1

(1 ‑ e2そsin2クn)1/2
(1 ‑ e之うで3in2ク轡)1

Which is a￨so

王ndependent of the semi‑major axis,一,

a一㌧

When

the eccentrici七y is he￨d constan七.
Since
七he numerator and
the denominator of equation (22) are bo七h independen七
of

the semi‑major axis of七he spheroid,七he tem, L6, is also
independent of七he semi‑major axis when the eccen七ricity

楽七61=詳言霊h㌻謀P[部i嵩Rm・ Which according
㌔直雪∴K青く七袖i Z/2)し6

tO Adams
(26)
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Where K is∴七he map∴radius of the equa七or∴as shown by Berry

[3] a.nd is computed by;
(27)
し6

Substi七u七ing for

曽(七an

云フォ高

'一N'一

雪

し6当七。n音Zn/2)L6

from equation (9),

2そし6持(七an Zs/2)L6●

(28)

(1 ‑ 。2 * c。S2ps)1

Substitu七ing equation (28) into equation (26),

a廿∴si露P3曽(七an Z/2)L6

(29)

2曽L6甘く七an z8/2)L6
(1 ‑ e2曽c○s2p与)1

Subs七itu七ing equation (29) in七o equa七ion (12),七he scale

し6う・む・持与in Pさ貫く七an音Z/2)己6高(1 ̲ 。2 sin2扉

L6*a*cos O* (tanzs/2)L6* (1 ‑e2

cos2ps)∑

s王虫Ps曽(七孤Z/2)L6青く1 ‑ e2 sin2の1/2

cos g * (tan zs/2)L6 * (1 ‑ e2/COS2ps)1
Which is also independen七

(30)

of the semi‑major axis∴for a

given eccentrici七y.
The sca￨e factor depends on￨y on the
￨a七i七ude of a given point once the eccentricity of the
SPheroid is determined and
七he
￨ocation of∴七he standard
Para￨￨e￨s is
9e￨ected.
Therefore
there is only one
''cor‑
rectll
sca￨e fac七or∴for a given latitude in a given Michigan

Lambert∴zone. Although equation (3O) is not very efficient
for rou七ine compu七a七ion of∴七he sca￨e fac七Or,七he r̀eSu￨ts

from equation (3O) are consisten七With the scale factors

pub￨ished in tbe projection tables [1(ロ.
DBTERMINAT工ON OF∴THE MAPP工NG RAD工US I Rm

慧n菩a塁。誌諾2詳P宣託言霊:S 。詰。Ees;詳霊薬i‡三塁苫s
are required to ge七∴Rm correct to three decima￨
places of
feet.
Since the ten七h Significant∴figure of∴some ca￨cula‑
tors is no七
to be trusted, it is even more important to use
another method to co血Pu七e‑ Rm.

Ratherl than
"ユooking i七
up
in the七ab￨esI', Adams and Claire [2] deve￨oped a way to
COmPu七e the distance from the centra￨
para￨1el which is a
much sma￨￨er number.
This method is used by Claire in
Publication
62‑4
as;

R調=しう十S

しぅ

[1十(詩)2巨9一宮し「〇十(許可

Where∴01・27940中〇両7一帖し8 ‑告[10う2・89つ882
‑ (4.4833th ‑ 0.O2352O cos2のcos2可sinクco尋
the ￨ength of tbe meridian arc from g。七0〆and,

(32)

8う

L3∴= the map radius of∴the cen七ral para￨1elタg。.
Lぅ∴雪the scale factor a￨ong the central para￨￨。￨.
L7

= the degrees and minutes por七ion of∴七he rectify‑

ing ￨atitude for the cent[.al para￨￨el (minutes).
L8

=∴the seconds port工on of∴七he rectifying ￨atitude
fo重・ the central para￨￨el.
甲

nフ

l

﹁

L

国書書目

l

O

L一‑し

,

=∴the degrees and minutes portion of g (minutes).
"

メp.の.

F

塁露盤h言。器i言諾轟e誓‡霊n纏.

)COefficients∴for the series expansion of∴the

= reInainder of O expressed in seconds.

igure翁shove∴SOme Of the e￨ements l土s七ed above on a dev̲

eloped Lambert conic confomal projection and helps to i￨‑
￨ustrate七he method used by Claire・工nstead of computing
Rm directly, he starts witb Ro● the mapp玉ng radius of∴the

三言嵩嵩a誌工詰霊ea詩誌霊霊誓露盤。(豊h
Para￨￨el of ￨a七i七ude which goes through a given poin七.

書誌霊h三豊接す語霊。u誌轟u窮。隼)
A rectifyi]1g∴SPhere is a sphere which has∴the same circum‑
ference as the ellipse of a meridiam∴Section of a sphereoid.

On a sphere the ￨ati七ude increases linear￨y with the arc

Figure No。 C3 Deve￨oped Lambert Conic Confoma￨ Projection

8互

薬毒謙語暗譜輩霊
の=

こ

砂地一(10う2彊夕う882‑ (甘心8つつ埴
‑ 0ね2うう20★c○32の曽c。32b)埼in炉○○3ク(うう)

The nu血erica￨ va￨ues∴in equation (33) were determined u9ing

t青e occent富icity of∴the Clarke Spheroid of 1866. However,
謹nce the MIc髄igan Spheroid has∴the same eccmtricityl the
rec̀tifying latitudel for a given geodetic
￨atitude is∴the
Same On eithe重r SPheroid.

By/ equa七ion (32) the meridian dis七an○○, el̀, is tbe product
Of∴the length per∴SeCond of are tines the nu皿ber of∴seconds

Of

a雷C Of rectify±ng ￨atitude which corre3POnds∴to the in‑

‡詰[謹言誌。叢叢霊7無芸詰芋‡葦
￨engthタin fee七●

Of one second of arc on a sphere whose

Circumfecence equals the meridional aJFC Of the Cla=.ke 1866
ellipsoid
." ∴A differenセ1eng七h faotor isl required for us
With the Mich±gan Sphさroid whic龍haa: a longer neridional

Since an o￨1ipse is syⅡrmetrica￨ to both axes'

the leng七h of

an ellipitical quad±.ant is equal to the length of a quad‑
rant of its∴rectify玉ng∴SPher〇・
The
￨eng七h fac七or is com一

業霊㌢。さ三塁藷芸e豊七窪。墨㌢誓詞菩,誓豊
￨ength of a meridian aErC Of an e￨1ipge as;

Ⅲ雲a(1 ‑e2)f霊宝平

(如

護諦謙譲議諾意議寅
年, (○○ ‑ 90。) = 1.うら81う互898青a.
Since equation (35) is ￨inear∴±n "aリ

くつの

セhe r̀eSulting length

faotor wiユ￨
be of the sa皿e ratlo a年
the va￨ues∴for the
Sem±‑najor a霜is of the two∴SPheroids.
Tab￨e C2 gives a com‑
Parison of∴the values∴for the meridian quadrant and the
lengtb factor∴for both spberoids.

TABLB銭

COMPAR工SON OF SPHERO工DS (Part 2)

c工a章keタ1 866

a, (富a馳e 「)

抑,錐も8う2.18‑

20タ夕26,6う1.弁, 1.0∞0う820

雷, (0。 ‑約〇)う2,81b,弁了・̀夕, 32,81ら781.20‑ 1.0∞の820

799.37‑

12鶏.う1・

1en轟hね〇七〇r lO「・27夕bò;,/,, 101.28う27邦,/・・ 1.00003820 .00う8̀88・/‑,

8与

Since tbe distance

"s"

as given by equation (32) uses∴the

￨ength factor∴for the C￨arke Spheroid of 1866, the va￨ue
Of∴
s
w±￨1 be
七oo sma￨￨
by a fa〇七or of l.OOOO382O when
used in any of∴the thr.ee Mich主gan Lambert zones.
Claire
Circumvents the prob￨em by u3ing the

"sea level=

va￨ue of

璽轟輩輩護‡輩薬薬療
igan zones as is used for Lambert zones in other∴staセes.

霊i霊3。謹言…誌。‡諾器誓u誓‡。七嵩慧需霊で
factor. for the central pa±.a￨￨e￨
of the zone is to be used
With the
￨ength factor∴for the Michigan Spheroid. The cor‑
rect sca￨e factor∴for七he cen七ral para￨￨e￨
of each Michigan
sone and Clairels value of L5 are ￨isted in Tab￨eC3

TABLE C3

coMPAR工SON OF CENTRAL PARALLEI, ScAI,E∴FAcTORS

臆臆臆臆

F種OtOr O βo c￨叶ro'8 L5

Sou七心2。ne

〇・99"0 68822

Centraエi Zone O.99991 27O95

Ⅳo重七h Zone

〇・999夕0 2837タ

Batio臆臆臆「

〇・夕999互う078う

1.〇〇〇〇う820

0.99995 09O58

〇・999夕4 ‑0う姐

1.OOOO382O

†.〇〇〇〇う820

請書霊宝詫言露語・掲出・r三豊霊詰ま嵩等打
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(36)

してO重器昔)"iニ畦o青1024

(う7)

重。 =空言一塁。雫豊年。う2, Where
Ro

=

M

=

(38)

the mdius of curvature in the meridian

Sect童on a七∴七he central para￨￨el.
No

=

灯∴雪

the radius of curvature in∴the prime ver‑

七ical at the centra￨

para￨￨el.

A￨though七hese constants∴Shou￨d be computed using the va￨ue
Of∴na"∴for the MichigaれSpheroidタit tums∴out∴tha七
七he
difference ±n Rm caused by using C￨aire's constantsI Which
are∴ COmPuted on the ClaHce Sphe[
oid of 1866, is
￨ess than
O.O「 foot aセ: a distance of 5OO,OOO feet from the cen七ra￨
Para￨￨el. As one gets oIoser to the central par.a￨￨el●

the

諾謙二誓e藷詩誌÷窯業謹話蕊
also lis七ed. Since the difference is∴SO S血a￨1タ
Of constants can be used; however

ei七her

∴Se七

uSe Of the correct con‑

慧e霊。誓h霊書芸霊葦u…豊S言言霊i詳言が‡器1:he
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霊霊‡誓董e誌葦。霊霊Ⅴ霊。誓う七嘉票‡三
Para￨￨e￨ for the three Michigan I
amber
t zones. Howeverl aS
nOted in七he neJCt Section, Pr
OPer' use of L5 is crucial in det‑

emin±ng the correct sca￨e factor∴from sta七e plane coordin‑

TAELB C4 coMP倣rSON OF CONS曾ANTS L9・ LlO, AN。 Ll「

‑臆

Clark〇・ 1866∴∴∴Miohigan c￨all.e 62‑4

Sou七h Zone

薯。

つ. 808078
4. 1う706事

して○

う2.89○○9

諾雅
う2・88う1

雄諾
つつ

○en七でal zone

尋。

してl

う.806222

互.与687う2
う与.6〇〇〇〇

畿弓

磐;弓

諾盤
3お8ゆ0

諾器
36

Ⅳor七h zo鼠e

薯。

して「

COMPUTATrOⅣ OF SCAI

露駕多
うう・8担う0

B FAcTOR FROM Sm馳PI

ANE COOro工NATBS

霊誓詳三塁霊O誌p詰0蒜‡n宝.S炭置O嵩a誌e‑
mulas∴arel tai￨or made for compu七er processing and the re‑
Su￨七S al.e genera￨￨y re￨iab￨e to seven or eight significant

figures. The equation given by Berry for∴the sca￨e factor

k∴∴雪∴∴k。曽(白K∴曽q2) wi七h q = S/10̀∴where, (う9)
ko =

the sca￨e factor of∴the centra￨ para￨￨e￨ of a

K

=

an emPirica￨ constant∴for a given zone. These

q

=

Lambert∴zone, general￨y C￨aire's value of L5.

誌葉書苛f.tabu￨ated fo富a￨1 zones in the ap‑
a function of七he distance from the centra￨

parallel.
S

=

the distance fr.om the centra￨ para￨￨e￨.

The correc七va￨ue of the sca￨eね〇七or of the central par‑
a￨￨e￨ as lis七ed in Table 3 must be used to compute a cor̲

誌義詰。霊言霊。誓書三言霊宝葦a霊ユ書誌で
is too ￨arge by a factor of l.OOOO382O. From equa七ion (7)
One Can See that∴the erroIleOuS Sca￨e fa.c七or is really a
)Isea ￨eve￨" sca￨e fac七or. A￨though the cor章ect gr̀id fa〇七or

COu￨d sti￨1 be obtained using equation (15), uS。 。f七h。
cOrreCt Sca￨e factor is recommended.工f the groun。 e￨eva七〇

ion is∴far enough from 8OO fee七MSL to make七he sea leve￨
reduc七i6n significant
the e￨evated sea leve￨ fac七or∴Shou￨d
be used wi七h the correc七scale factor∴to compute the cor̲
rec七

grid fa〇七°で.
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CONCしUS工ON
A￨though inferences cou￨d be made as to
use of projec七

七he merits of∴七he

datums, ZOne datums, and sea leve￨

reducもー
ions (especial￨y when incorporating the 1983 NAD), tha七is
sufficient for ano七her paper and beyond
七he scope of
七his

PaPer On the Michigan sca￨e fac七Or.
The Michigan scale fa.ctor is applicable

七O a. reference sur‑

face
8OO fee七
above sea level and shou￨d be used for dist‑
ances which are nearをr have been reduced七o)七ha七∴reference
surface.
The Michigan scale faotor can be determined cor‑
re〇七1y by;

1.

Scaling the la七itude of a point from an appropri‑
ate topograPh±c map and using
七he latitude as an
argumen七
to se￨ect the corresponding SCale factor

from the projection tab￨es.
2. Using the fomula listed in Publication 62一年, mOd‑
ified to use the Michigan Spheroid value of
''a,I
rather than the va￨ue of lla‑1 for the Clarke Sphet

一

〇id of 1866.
3.

Compu七ing

七he sca￨e fa〇七Or∴from state p￨ane coord‑

霊七詳言請書蒜㌔[帯等誌等謡e霊霊‡ofe3￣
言詰霊。誓m霊￨;。 f:霊rf#葦s =莞詰蒜￨1 el
The author has encountered severa￨

cases where the wrong

scale factor has been used due to confusion caused by the
discrepancies discussed in th±s paper.

Cer七ing to discover that commercia￨

工七is also discon‑

compu七er progra皿s are

a嘉子ai￨ab￨e which give a∴Sea
￨eve￨
sca￨e fac七or in Michigan.
However'
the point is made tha七±七is our responsibili七y as
professionals∴七O understand and to verify the answers ob‑
tained from a mblack boX''.
工七is hoped
七hat this paper
wil￨ increas‑e Our unders七and±ng of the Michigaなし∴Scale fact‑

or and g±ve i七

むbe七七e=r Chance of being used cor章ec七￨y.
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An ac七七o describe

define, and officially adopt a sys七em of metric

COOrdinates for design包七ing the geographic posi七ion of points on or near

七he surface of the ear七h wiもhin this s七a.七e

and to repeal the exisもing

脆chigan C∞rdjm七e System Ac七, being sec七ions升.231 ‑ 52.239 of塑聖二
igan CoI陣iled工嵐WS Anno七ated.

The people ofもhe Sta七e of阻Chigan enacも;

1ish。‡e需震(悪霊Sggs*諒も慧諾謹i器ge (語霊ab￣
七he Uni七ed S七ates Coasもand Geodetic Survey) or its successors for defin‑
ing amd sta七ing the geographic posi七ions or ￨oca七ions of poin七s on or

near七he surface of the Ear七h within七he Sta七e of姐chigan are hereaf七er
to be knom and designated as the阻Chigan Coordinate Sys七em of 1927 and
七he Michigan Metric Coordina七es 1983

Or ttMCS 27" and mMC 83.'一

(2) For the purpose of the use ofもhese sys七e鵬the staもe is divided
in七o a nor七h zone

a Centra￨ zone a流r g s.outh zone.

(3)珊e area now included in七he following coun七ies consもitutes七he
nor七h zone: Gogebic

quet七e
Dickinson
and Mackinac.

On七onagon

Menc血nee

Hough七on, KeweenaLW

Alger

Baraga

工ron, Ma,r‑

Del七a, Schoo￨cra批,血ce, Chippewa

(山) The are包now included in the fo￨￨owing coun七ies co関七i七u七es the
central zone: Erme七, Gheboygan
Presque工Sle, Charlevoix, Leelanau

Antrim

O七sego

Crawford, Oscoda

Montmorency
A￨cona

AIpena,, Benzie

Manistee, Wexford

Grand Traverse
駈,SSaukee

Kaユkaska,

Roscommon, Ogem包w

工OSCO, Ma,SOn, Lake, Osceola, C￨are, Gladwin and Arenac.

(5)∴咄e area now included in the follc融.ng counties cons七itutes the
SOu七h zone; Oceana, Newaygo
Mecos七a,工sabella,岨dland
Bay,取mon

弧1Skegon

Mon七ca.ユm

Gra.七io七, Saginaw

￨onia, Clin七on, Shianassee, Genesee

Tuscola

Ixpeer

Sanilac

S七〇

Eaton,工ngham, Livings七on, Oa.kland∴随comb, Van BuI.en

Jackson

Wash七enaw

駈けne, Berrien, Cass

O七もava

Clair, Allegan

St. Joseph

Kaユama,ZOO

Branch

Kenも,
Barry
Caユholm,

Hil￨sd包le,

Ienawee and Monroe.
Sec. 2. (1) As es七ablished for use in七he Nor七h Zone,地e Michiga,n
Coordinate Sys七em of 1 927 0r the Michig包n Metric Coordinates 1 983 sha￨1

be nanedう

and in any land descrip七ion in which i七is used, it sha￨1 be

desig関もed the l駈Chig包n Coordinate Sys七em of 1 927, Nor七h Zone" or unch種
igan Me七ric Coordinates 1 983

Nor七h Zone."

90

(2) As es七a,bnshed for use in七he Centra￨ Zone,七he Michigan
Coordinate Sys七e耽of 1 927 or the阻chigan Metric Coordina七es 1 983 §hall

be named; a.nd in arⅣ 1and descrip七ion in which i七is us6d, i七shan be
designa七ed the l咄chigan Coordina.te Sys七em of 1 927, Cenもral ZoneI or
l‑Michigan Metric Coordina七es 1 983
Cen七ral Zone.一I

(3) As es七ablished for use in七he South Zone, the輯.chigan
Coordina七e Sys七em of 1 927 for the Michigan抽e七￨.ic Coordina七es 1 983 shall

be named; and in any land description in which i七is used, i七shall be
designa七ed the l騒,Chigan Coordina七e Sys七em of 1 927
t駆ichigan Me七ric Coordinaもes 1 983, Sou七h Zone."

South ZonelI or

Sec. 3.馳e plane coordinate values for a point on or nearもhe
Ear七hIs∴Surface, uSed to express the geographic posi七ion or location of

Such poin七in the appropria七e zone of this system

Shall consist of two

distances expressed in U.S. Survey Fee七(1 me七er = 39.37/12 feet) and
decimals of a, foo七when using七he Michigan Coordina七e System of 1 927 and
e3[PreSSed in me七ers∴and decimals of a meもer when using the阻Chigan

Meもr.ic Coordin包tes 1983. One of these distances
慢‑COOrdinaもe

七he o七her

i七be knom as七he

" shal￨ give the posi七ion in an east‑and置WeS七direc慣on;

七o be known as七he ty‑COOrdinate

I書shall give the position in

a nor七h‑and‑SOu七h direc七ion. These coordina七es shall be made to depend
lxpOn and conform to plane rect包ngular coordinate values for the mommen七ed

POinもs of the Nor七h American Horizontal Geodeもic Con七roI Ne七work a,S即め置
1ished by the Naもion包l Ocean Su夢vey/N包七ionaユGeode七ic Sllrvey (forme叫y the

Uni七ed Sねもes Coas七and Geode七ic Survey), Or iもs successors, and whose
Plane coordinaもes have been coxputed on the sys七ems defined in this act●

Sec. h。耽len any tra,〇七Of ￨and to be defined by a single descrip七ion
extends from one into七he o七her of the at)0Ve COOrdina七e zones, the po‑

Sitions of al￨ poin七s on i七s bomdaries may be referred七o either of七he

七wo zones, the zone which is used being speci鱗。Ca￨1y髄肌ed in七he
des crip七ion.

Sec. 5. (1) For purposes of耽Ore Precisely de鮭n手ng the阻chig包n
Coordin亀もe System of 1 927, the following defini七io調by七he Uniもed Sta七es
Coas七and Geodeもic Survey (now Na七ional Ocean Survey/National Geode七ic
Survey) is∴adop七ed :

(a)馳e Michigan Coordina七e Sys七em,肘or七h Zone, is∴a工嵐mbert
conformal projection of七he Cla±

ke Spheroid of 1 866, magnified in

言霊誌i叢譜。擢謀誌O…,1認諾2霊a露。器ga;d霊霊誓S
along which parallels the sca工e shall be exac七・珊.e origin of co‑

ordinates is at七he in七ersec七ion of the meridia,n 87 degrees∴ZerO

mimLees west of Greenwich and the parallel山degrees h7 minutes
nor七h ￨atitude. This origin is given the coordinates∴; X = 2,000,000

fee七and y = O feet.

夕1

(b) The阻chigan Coordinate Sys七em, Centra￨ Zone, is a工息mbert
‑ ‑一cOnfomal projecもion of the Clarke Spheroid of 1 866, mag血fied in
linear dimension by a fac七or of l.OOOO382, having sもandard parallels

at north lati血de山degrees = minu七es∴and捗degrees h2 miu庇es,
along which paI.allels the scale sha,11 be exac七.耽e origin of co‑

or(迫na七es is a七七he in七ersec七ion of the meridian 8h degrees 20瓦n‑
u七es wesもof Greeowich a,nd七he pa.rallel h3 degrees 1 9 minutes nor七h
la七iもude. This origin is given七he coordina七es: X = 2,000

00O fee七

and y = O fee七.

(c) me阻Chigan Coordinate Sys七em, Sou七h Zone, is a工ahoert
Corrfoma￨ projec七ion of七he C￨arke Spheroid of 1866
ma,g血fied in
linear dimension by a fac七or of l.00OO382, ha証ng standa,rd pa,輪lle￨s

a七nor七h latifude h2 degrees 6 minutes and h3 degrees hO minu七es
a￨ong whi食h parallels the scale shal￨ be exact.皿re origin of co‑
Ordina七es is at the in七ersec七ion of七he meridian 8山degrees 20 min‑
u七es wes七of Greenwich and the paral￨el hl degrees 3O minu七es nor七h

lati七ude.咄is o種igin is given七he coordina七es: X = 2

OOO

OOO fee七

a職d y = O fee七●

(2) For purposes of more precisely de組ning the mchigam Met血c
Coordina七esて983, the fo￨10Wing defini七ion ty the Na七iona￨ Ocean Survey/
Na七ional Geode七ic Survey is adQP七ed:

(a)咄e Michigan Me七ric Coordinates 1983, Nor七h Zone is a
I紬ber七〇onfomal projection of七he Norもh American Datun of 1983
having s七andard parallels a七nor七h ￨a七i七udes捗degrees 29 minutes
and h7 degrees 5 mim七es, along which parallels the scale shall be

exac七. The o屯.gin of coordina,teS is at七he in七ersec七ion of七he
meridia.n 87 degrees∴ZerO mirmtes wes七of Greenwich and七he paぬllら1

1山degrees h7 minutes nor助la七i七ude.珊is origin is given the
COOrdinabes: X = 8,OOO,Oco meters and y = O鵬ters.

(b) The阻chigan Metric Coordina七es 1983, Cen七ral Zone is a
L劃めerb confomal projec七ion of七he Nor七h American Da七un of 1 983,

having s七andard paral￨e￨s a七no轟h la七i七ude l山degrees = mim購es

and捗degrees h2 mim七es, along which paralユelsもhe sca.1e shahl be
exact.耽e oぬgin of coordinates is at the in七ersec七ion of the
孤eridian 8h degrees 21 mimtes 53 seconds wesもof Greenwich and七he

p紺a,￨1el h3 degrees 19 mi靴tes nor七h ELi血de.曹his origin is given
七he coordina七es:∴Ⅹ = 6,OOO

OOO meもers and y = O meters.

(c) me阻chigan Meもr壬c Coordinates 1983, Sou七h Zone is a
Laf心er七confo剛胆1 projec七ion ofもhe Nor七h American I)a七un of 1 983,
having s七anda,rd paral￨els aもnor七h la七i七udes h2 degrees 6 mimites

andめdegrees ro minu七es, along which parallelsめe scale shahl be
exa,C七. The origin of coordina七es is at the intersection of the

meridi亀n 8h degrees 21 mim七es 52 seccmds west of Greenwich andもhe

parallel山

degrees 30 mim七es north latitude.珊正s origin is given

七he coordinates: X = h

000,00O ne七ers and y = O me七ers.
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(3) The posi七ion of the阻chigan Coordinaもe Sysもen of 1927 sha￨1 be
争S de七e勘ined from horizon七al geode七ic con七roI points es七ablished七hrough‑
Ou七もhe s七a七e in conformity with the standards of accuracy and speeifica一
七ions for組rsもーOrder and second輸Order geodetic surⅤeying as prepared and

Published byもhe Federal Geode七ic Con七roI Co脚ni耽ee (FGCC) of七he United
S七a七es I)epar七men七of Comerce
Whose geodeもic posi七ions have been rigidly
adjusted on the Nor七h American I)atum of 1927, and whose coordina七es have
been ccmpu七ed on the I債.chigan Coordina七e Sysもem of 1 927. S七andards a.nd

SPeCifica,七ions of耽e FGCC (or i七s successors) in force on da七e of said

SurVey Sh包ll包職工y.

(山)馳e position of the Michig包n鵬t血c Coordina七es 1983 sha￨1 be
as de七ermined fro孤horizon七al geode七ic con七ro￨ points established七hl.Ough‑

Ouもthe s七ate in coofom正ty with帆e standards of acc耽acy and specifica一
七ions for firs七〇Orderl and second‑Order geodetic slmVeying as prepa,red and

Put)￨ished by the Federa,1 Geode七ic Con七roI Comni七七ee (FGCC) of七he批正もed
S七包七es Deparbmen七Of Commerce
Whose geode七ic posi七ions have been rigidly

adjus七ed on the North加erican Daも同of 1 983

and whose coordina七es have

been cc叩pu七ed on the阻Chigan Mdoric Coordinates 1 983. S七a,ndards and
SPeCifications of七he FGCC (or i七s successors) in for.ce on da,七e of said

SuおVey Sha虹apply●
Sec. 6. No coordina.七es based on either coordina七e sys七em herein

described puxporもing to define the posi七ion of a poinもOr lamd boundary
COmer Sha￨1 be pI.eSen七ed七o be recorded unless七he recording documen七
Shall con七ain an es七ima七e (one s七andard devia七ion) of七he posi七ional
七olerance ofもhe coordi腿もes being recorded●

調しe recOrding documen七

Sha￨1 aユso con七ain a descrip七ion of the neares七first or second‑Order∴∴ ￣

horizon七al geode七ic con七rol mo珊ment from which地e coor(迫na七es being re‑
COrded were de七ermined a,nd the me七hod of survey for such detemina七ion.

工f the position of the described firs七orl SeCOnd‑Order geodetic con七rol

mormmen七is noもpublished by the National Geodetic Survey (or i七s suc‑
cessors) the recording doc耽en七shall con七ain a cer七ifica七ion signed by

a脆.chigan Regis七ered Iand Surveyor sもating七ha七the subjec七eon七rol
monumen七and iもs coordina七es have been esもむblished and de七ermined in

COnformance wi七h七he specifications given in sec七ion 5 0f七his ac七.

Sec. 7. (1) me use of the七em lMichigan Coordina七e Sys七em of 1927一一
On aヱⅣ maP

rePOr七Of survey

Or O七her document, Shall be limi七ed to co‑

Ordin包七es based on the迫chiga.n Coordina七e System of 1 927 as defined in
七his ac七.

(2)皿e use of七heもem '駈chigan的e七瓦c Coordina七es 1983一, on any
map

rePOr七of survey

Or Oもher documen七, Shal￨ be limi七ed to meもric co‑

Ordin包七es based on the RE.chigan Metぬc Coor迫nates 1983 as defined in
もh士容∴ac七.

Sec. 8. (1) For purpose of describing七he loca七ion of劃y survey

S七a七ion or land boundary comer in七he State of阻chigan

it shall be

COnSidered coxple七e, 1egal, and satisfactory desc轟p七ion of such locaもion
七o giveもhe posi七ion of said survey sta七ion or land boundary corner by

岨chigan Me七ric Ooordina七es 1 983.

9う

(2) wherever !岨chigan蘭e七ric Coordina七es 1983 are used to describe
any tract of land which in七he sa耽e docunent is∴also described by ref‑

erence to any subdivision
land surveys

1ine or comer of the Uni七ed S七a七es put]王c

Or七o arry s心bdivision pla七duユy recorded in accordance wi七h

Ac七No. 172 of 1929

aS anended, being sec七ions 560.1 to 56O.8O of七he

Coxpiled I,a;WS Of 1 9h8,七he descrip七ion by coordinaもes shall be cons七med

as su押￨emen七alもo the ba,Sic descrip七ion of such s心bdivision

1ine or

COmer COutained in七he officia￨ pla,七S and fie￨d no七es filed of record

and in七he even七of arry confli〇七七he descrip七ion by reference七O the
Slib迫Vision

1ine or corner of七he Uni七ed S七色もes public ￨and surveys,

Or∴recOrded subdivision p工a七, Sha￨1 prevail over七he descrip七ion by
c oordina七e s.

Sec. 9.工f劃y proviSion of七his Act shall be declared inva,1id,
Such inva,1idi七y sha￨1 no七affecもany o七her portion of this Act which can
be given effec七wi七hout the inv轡lid provisionう

and to七his end, the

PrOVisions of this act are declared to be severable.
Sec. 1O.皿e Michigan Coo質dina七e tystem of 1927 shau no七be used
a.fter Ja肌合rv l , 199O; the Michigan Meもric Coordina七es 1983 will beもhe

SO￨e system a雌er七his da七e.

9山
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This appendix containsもhe par包me七ers for the Michigan Me七I.ic Coordi嶋

na七es 1983 based on七hree Lambert conic confomal projec七ions. Fomu￨as
for the projec七ion constan七s and coxpu七ed constants are given for the

three zones●

離‑Sted las七Iy is a sunmary of七ransfo劃阻tion form血as given

by Berry in the text of a Geod㊦七ic Contro工Seminarl SPOnSOred by七he Mich‑

igan Society of Regis七ered I息nd Surveyors in December

1 971

aもthe Uni‑

Ve￨.Si七y of脆.chigan. The inform略もion con七a王.ned herein is sufficien七七o
COxpu七e Iambert co臆̲C COnformal projection transfoma七ions for the fol‑

1owing three I励めert zones of七he 1983 NAI).

North

S七and包r d

P包rallels,の(Ⅳ) =
Cen七富al

Zone

山7〇 〇㌢
帖0う9書

Cen七ral

Zone

South

Zone

蒔〇五2,

め〇九〇章

上山0 111

山2○ ○6I

∴

Me￨.idian,入(W) =

87〇 〇〇‑

8五〇 2中頭,

8げ2年頭‑章

もa七i七ude of

Origin (Y = 0)

山O互7‑

五つ0 1夕,

串0う0‑

False Easting on
Cen七ral Meridian

8,00O,000 m

6,000,OOO m h,OOO,000 m

The parame七ers of the North Ame血can Da七um of 1983 are;

a = 6,378,137 meters (semi‑孤ajor axis of reference e￨￨ipsoid),

1/f = 298.257 (flatte血ng of the reference el￨ipsoid), and
e2 = 2f ‑ f2 (eccen七rioity of e址psoid squared).
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The following symboIs I.ela七e to the defining parameters of the
七hree I創nber七

zones :

Ps

=

geOde七ic coユati七ude of七he south s七andard para￨1el.

Pn

=

geOdetic co‑1a七itude of七he north stand急rd paral￨el.

)c

= 1ongi七ude of the central meridian.

Pb

=

C

=

geOde七ic co‑1a七itude of七he origin (y = O me七ers).
COnS七anもvaユue of llXll assigned to the cen七ral meridian to

avoid negative lIXl) coordina七es in the zone area and七o dis̲

七inguish軸̲Chigan Metric Coordina七es 1 983 from coordina七es

based on the阻Chigan Coordinate Sys七em of 1 927.
請re following zone cons七a庇s are coxputed for the design pammeters

given and need to be coxputed onユy once for each zone:

Zn & Zs

= COnfomal co‑1ati七ude of the mdsh‑/s塊測陳観ナ坤撤退and
七he sou七h st曳ndard parallel iespecもively, defined by:

七an (Zi/2)雪も劃(ヰ/2)

1 →e cos Pi

1‑e cOS Pi
Nn & Ns

]e/2。

(1)

= 1ength in me七ers of七he prime ver七ica￨ a七the nor七h
S七andard paral￨el a,nd the south s七andard parallel re‑

SPeCtive工y

de組ned by:

Ni = a/ (仁e2c○s2pi)考.

(2)

= La]心er七projection zone cons七amt, COmPu七ed by:

￨og (Ns sin Ps /恥sin Pn)
囲日

10gも劃(Zs/2) ‑ 10g七劃(乞n/2)

(う)

= 1ati七ude of the central para￨1e￨, CO叩uted ty:

匂。 =

arc Sin年)

(山)

= m蜜P r合dius of七he equa七or in me七ersJ COmPu七ed by:

Ns sin Ps
K

Or

=

鳥(も紬(zs/2))凡

】血sin竜

点も紬(Zn/2)

8囲
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= maIやing radius of the lati七ude of the origin in
me七ers, COIやuted by:.

坤‑

(6)

=K (も劃煽/2))丸

= maPPing radius of the centra￨ paral￨el in
me七ers, COmPu七ed by;

欝。 =K (も紬(Zo/2))凡

(7)

= Y coordina七e of七he central parane￨ on the cnetral

曹○

meridian in me七ers

㌔

=

COmPu七ed by:

(8)

恥‑親o

The va￨ues of the zone cons七a,ntS for the three

工創nbert zones for

もhe Michigan Me七ric Coordina七es 1 983 are lis七ed below:

North

Zone

Cen七ra￨

0.了2278 99うむ7う29うう

Zone

Sou七h

Zone

0.680与2 92チ9夕121山夕

0.70乱O砧068 62う61
龍(孤e七ers)

味

1「,77夕,8五つ.7契7

11 ,878,うう8.0026

距17, 0茄022缶的うら棚記20

軸(孤e七e章s)

㌔ (me七ers)

弁‑ 0詔0動的86

6,与8ら660.2うタラ

7,0う1 ,てる7.298山

6,108,う08・61てる∴ 6,し的,夕02.山79

6,877,う2う.串7夕

6,27ら2め.8封2

鼠。 (孤e七ers)

1 2,06ら671.82雄

1 66,9うお2う96

「 80,7卯・7920

Using the zone cons七an七s ￨is七ed above

1弁,8互う。88撞

七he Michigan Me七ric Coordi‑

na七es 1983 cam be de七e剛直ned fo質amy poin七wi七hin a‑ ZOne from i七s lat‑

itude and longitude.耽Ie tranSfomation fo関工as∴are derived by耽omas
in $pecial Publica.もion No. 251 and res七a七ed by Berry as follows:

K (七an (Z/2))生ra,dius of七he projec七ed paranel;

2

R∴=

七he convergence a七(匂,入)う

1

e∴= .A ia ( △入),

11

"∴∴∴delta lambda in seconds;

‑りMSSS患S田SS喜相調

△入=∴入c ‑

the geode七ic co‑1atitude;

10

=∴9OO ‑ b,

細山S喜喜掃い田園喜椅細りS喜喜いS‖一

日

P
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R弟Sin O

臆やふノ
)

k∴∴=∴児言にR /(N sin P), the scale fa〇七O響at (釣入).

)

T coordina七e a七poin七(勿,入);

1
(

Rb ‑ Y',

7

8

‑
′lヽ

=

COS

‑/0

Y

塞∴R訴

X coordina七e at poin七(釣入);
︽﹁i
′̀ヽ

曹)

X' + C,

)

=

l克て∴∴イブ

1
(

X

)

雪

っノ

1
(

Ⅹl

珊e la七itude and longi七ude of a poin七whose Michigan臨tric Coordi‑
na七es 1983 are knorm can be deもermined from七he inverse t質ansforma七ion

as f0110WS:
A○

)

(

○/

ヽl

て

(

C

Ⅹ
‑

二

Ⅹ

1

曹, = 】も‑ヱ

)
)
2

′lヽ

2

﹁・

△入∴=∴e /見

2

arC七an (ⅩソY'),七he convergence at poin七(Ⅹ,Y);

O

′lヽ

0∴∴=

2

も軍△人

もhe longitude of point (Ⅹ,T事

)

=

(

2

)

(

2

もhe c○nfomal工a闘ude・

)

(

=∴夕○○ ‑ Zタ

)
2

z∴∴= 2 arc七an (躯)1在,七he confomal co‑1atitnde;

‑山.∴∴言っ

(

R∴∴= (Ⅹ,2十㌣2)菱

x

へ}

入

The difference be七ween the la七i七ude of the poin七and the con‑

fomal ￨a七i七ude of七he sane poin七is given by the (b‑X) series developed
by Adams in Specia.￨ Publica七ion No. 67. Bemv ex七ended Adamsl form血a

七o inchde powers of elO and rearranged it in the fonowing form$

(みx) =

P sinxcosx + Q sinxcos3x + R sinxcos5x + S sinxcos7x

十嘗sinx。○詫

(26)

(小高) = Sinx堅x(P + coS2x(Q + cos2x(R + cos2x(S +富cos2x)翌7)
b

=

X + (匂‑X),七he geode七ic ￨a七i七ude of the poin七(Ⅹ,Y).

(28)
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馳e coefficien七s in Berry's fom血a for the (β‑X) series have
been coxpu七ed for the Nor七h Americam Datum of 1983 as follows:

P = 0.00668 69258 929 ra,dians

= 1379.27砧7 36923 seconds

Q雪0.〇〇〇〇う2〇時6 60Lし

‑,

10.了287タう8与9う

II

思= 0.∝ゆ〇〇 〇制止与夕2

II

O.11める卵278

S雪0.00〇 〇〇〇67 177

II

0.○○1う8英2巾

富雪0.〇〇〇00 00000 891

II

O.0∞○1 837封l∴ 1l

!章
II

E「rata for Bu「khotde「s 1980 Thesis

Aprii2019

The values for reciprocal flattening for the GRS 1980 used in this thesis were as supplied by NGS (see
next page) but, unfo血nateiy, those vaiues were p「emature ‑See Subsequen亡articie by Eari F.

Bul.khoider, aiso included herein.

uNIすED STATES DEPA隅TM惟榔丁OF CO棚ME韓C藍
鵬尋噺寄れ貧l臼c馨a調ic種nd允書的osph瞳p盲c瓜d調涌雪も「雷電i寄れ
NAT10NAL OCEAN §URV∈Y
R○○kv紺e. Md.雲085星

Apri1 24, 1980

ゝ"ク

取r.岳ar工

OA/C13lxlこ臼J粧

Burkh01der

Purdue U皿iversi亡y

D亀p星章土肌e櫨亀O王Civ土工馳gineeri櫨g
West lafayette9

エndianaし

47907

寄ear軸で. Burkh01der:

To confirm the information given to you byヒelephone on April lO)

1980, please be∴a容Suで己d亡h盈亡亡he valu合s o王粗e p象r紬e亡全rS雷o王亡寅e倣S 80
e￨￨ipsoid will be he￨d fixed in the NAD 83 Adju容tment. Those values
were agreed npon at the December 1979 meeting of the工ntemational

Associa亡ion of Geodegy in Canberra! Australia.∴They are:

seni‑major axi§ (a) = 6,378,137鵬ters

塊尋亡きe虫ing (f)

こ1/2粥。2与了

Your question conceming whether the ellipsoid in・亡he NAD 27 Da亡un

was∴皿ere￨y coinciden亡a亡the da亡um pOint} ME餌ES R飼聞‑‑a ZerO geOid
height‑‑Or aCtua11y tangen亡‑‑a ZerO geOid height and the as出onomic
azimu亡h correc仁ed for the deflec亡ion o王亡心e vertical〇一WaS∴referred to

軸。 J翻es Pe電tys Chief of粗e Gravity and Astronony Section. Deflections
o王亡he vertical compuヒed from observed astrono血c positions were no亡
¥

一

known∴at閲RADES RANC櫨皿til the late 19301s or early 1940Is when as亡ro‑
no血c positions were measured. Therefore

Since亡he geodetic azi肌th

was set equal to the astrono孤ic azimuthタthe euipsoid i§∴COi皿Ciden亡and
櫨ot tangent at明弘DES ENC櫨・ Shou￨d you have further questions

pertaining to thig∴Subject

Please contact Mr. Pe耽y

(301)雄3‑8620.

From our∴ConVerSa亡ion abou亡yOur WOrk9 yOu may find an∴article by
櫨erbert W. Stonghton entit￨ed '軍耽e Surveyor and亡he I.aw

to be o壬

interest. me article appears in the March 1980 issue of the ACS耽

Publication, E些畦ng a平Map車哩・
We hopeぬis answers your ques缶o鵬) but shou￨d y恥need additio輪l
assis亡ance} Please do not hestita亡e tO COn亡皐Cヒus・

Sincerely yours,

し生霊霊勧レ
班Or士乙ontal

討e亡work Branch

Nationa￨ Geode亡ic Survey

¥、乏ク

ヽ事㌦

